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Rain delays
use of pool

Janitors rally for better wages
Workers want
more benefits
By Jeff Elder and
Duni Parkin
Daily stall writer
A pprox imately
200 janitors
marched through the SJSU campus
and downtown San Jose Thursday.
protesting low wages and threats to
cut their job benefits.
Shouting "Justicia!" and carrying signs calling for better working
conditions, the janitors, most of
whom did not speak English. wove
their way around the Student
lnion at 1:15 p.m. They then returned their protest downtown.
Justice for Janitors, a national
movement. organized the group of
’lien and women. u ho clean build
ings in SJSU’s Spartan Shops fa
cilities and downtown San Jose.
Richard Ramirez, a former
SJSU student and a staff organizer
of the Service Employees Union
local 77, said the group was protesting policies of Acme Janitor,
and Pacific Maintenance Janitors.
The companies, Ramirez said.
pay lower wages and are attempting to eliminate family health ben
efits for new janitors they hire.
"Spartan Shops contracts out ti
,Acme. Acme wants to eliminate
family worker benefits. It is impor
’ant that SJSU student, understand
that the company they hire doesn’t
take care of their work force. They
Acme) are reducing us to po
city."
"Most of these people don’t
speak English," Ramirez said,
walking along with the shouting
group. "For most of these workers. janitorial (employment) is the
only way they can make their living and support their families "
Anastacia Billegas. a single
mother of two, said. "They ’re trying to take health benefits from my
children. They will have nothing.’
Miquaella Pena. a single mother
of seven. agreed.
"We’re fighting against all the
companies." she said in Spanish.
Rich Sanchez. an Acme general
manager. said the protest was not
fair to his company.
’I think it stinks.’ Sanchez said
Monday.
Sanchez said Acme has been negotiating with its workers since
See PROTEST. back page

New date
for opening
is May 9
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
TI-ie new swimming pool was expected to open Monday. but recent
rains will push the completion date
even closer to the end of the semester.
The opening of the Aquatic Center
is now expected to be May 9, confirmed Judy Herman. Student Union
director of public relations.
"Hopefully it will open this week.
but we can’t be sure," Herman said.
The grand opening festivities are
still in the planning stages, but are
expected to take place on May 19.
Herman said.
Aquatic Center Manager Caryn
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Janitors march through campus against unfair labor practices and work conditions

Child development center turns to SJSU
after costly bids for remodeling playground

Daily stall photographer

Robert Samuses a. a Pi Kappa Alpha. gets help
from Ricky Genie at thy Iteselopment Center.

High school
teachers receive
English award
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s English department honored 52 high school english teachers
at a reception in the University
Room on Thursday.
The department surveyed 800
first -year students and selected the
Bay area teachers that received the
most recommendations.
Each of the teachers received the
Dorothy Wright award for outstanding teaching in English. The award
was named after an SJSU English instructor who started this event six
See TEACHERS, back page

Morley is waiting tor final landscaping to be finished before the gates
will open for students.
Landscaping progress over the
past couple weeks has been slowed
due to recent rains. Morley said.
Anthony Theiss. a senior in an
and a frequent swimmer, has been
anxious about the opening of the
pool ever since he started attending
SJSU.
"All I’ve seen since ’82 are pictures on the wall. It is taking them
forever. Theiss said.
The most recent delay is only one
of many that the Aquatic Center 11,,
been plagued with over the pa.i
year.
Originally expected to open in
August 1987. the Aquatic Center
faced delayed completion dates of
October 1987, and May 2.
Marisa Vera, a freshman in mathematics. is more optimistic about the
pool opening.
"I’m looking forward to the new
mil opening. (The pool in the
See POOL. back page

Budget analysis
sparks rumors of
athletic cutbacks

Engineering students lend a helping hand

Ron Green
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She did, and the AGC accepted. "We try to
By Suzanne De Long
do a community service project every two years."
Daily staff writer
Preschoolers at Frances Gotland Child Devel- Shultz said, the faculty adviser for the AGC.
With the cooperation of Eric Biland, the vice
opment Center will have a completely renovated
playground by next fall thanks to a group of civil president of the AGC. and Eric’s father, Hans Biland, a landscape contractor, the center will pay
engineering students at SJSU.
The playground. on the corner of Ninth and approximately $4.500 for the whole project.
On Saturday. volunteer parents, SJSU stuSan Salvador streets, used to be covered with sand
and old tires. By the end of this semester a flower dents and members of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraterbed and a lawn, complete with a sprinkler system, nity cleared the playground of old structures and
will he installed. By next fall a new climbing sand.
"It was excellent Saturday," Sheridan said of
structure will be added.
Karen Sheridan. the center’s director, ap- the volunteers. "We had plenty of help," she
proached the engineering department after receiv- said.
ing little response from outside companies and
Jim Wilson, treasurer of the fraternity and a
too-expensive bids from those who did call back.
senior math major, said. "We wanted to get in"(One company) quoted me between $6,000 volved in community and school projects.
and $8.000. One guy even said $10.000," she
"Unlike a big corporation we can’t donate
said.
money, but we can donate our time and a little bit
Sheridan contacted Thomas Shultz, a civil en- of energy." Wilson said.
"My dad is donating a lot of the equipment
gineering professor, who sgggested that she submit a proposal to the Association of General Con- for the project." Biland said. He is also getting
tractors (AGC). a student organization of civil the materials at a contractor’s discount and proSee GREEKS. bark page
engineers.

Fraternity befriends youngsters
fly Dani Parkin
Daily stall writer
In the true spirit of brotherhood
and community involvement. about
30 Sigma Nu fraternity members
spent Saturday with their adopted elementary school students at the
Third Annual Field Day.
Nearly 80 children played games.
engaged in competitions like the
three-legged race and piggy -back
race, ate pizza, and watched a talent
show by other elementary school
performers.
"We want to show them what college is like. We’d like to stimulate
them to go on and achieve, and go to
college," said Frank Jewett, who
conducts Sigma Nu’s public relations.
’The principal of Kennedy Elementary School, Lynne Hopkins.

Graduate counsels minority students
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
As a Community -School worker.
SJSU graduate Carl Acuff counsels
high -risk students, provides extracurricular activities, visits parents
and develops after-school programs
for Kennedy Elementary School.
"What’s beautiful about my job is
said, "I think this is marvelous. It’s
a chance for the students to combine
with college students."
She explained that the students of
Kennedy Elementary are 30 percent
Hispanic. 30 percent Asian, 10 percent Filipino and 12 percent black.
Of the students. 48 percent come
from single family homes, said Carl
Acuff.
the
Community -School

I can treat the V4 hole problem..
Acuff said.
The problem he treats is one of
this country’s worst. he said. It is the
drop-out rate of minority youngsters.
He uses behavior modification
contracts that reward positive behavSee COUNSEL, hack page
worker. "This often puts them into a
high -risk category, the category of
students who are going to drop out of
high school.
"That’s where I come in."
Acuff was the person who first
contacted the fraternity about the
project, which he said is going very.
See CHILD hack Page

Ity Jennifer Truman
Daily staff WOW
Low levels of vomit budgets irrid
insufficient fan support have caused
the SJSU Athletics Board to set up a
series of evaluations for all 18 intercollegiate sports.
The evaluation process has caused
rumors to run rampant throughout
the athletic community from coast to
rumors which have incoast
cluded such talk as cutting back
schedules and scholarships to dropping whole programs.
"I believe it’s a rumor. but I
. . couldn’t confirm or deny what
is going on," SJSU Athletics Director Randy Hoffman said. "Right
now we are talking with coaches and
trading information about their programs. We have made no decisions
or recommendations at this time.
"My prime concern is the student athlete support we give to our athletes." Hoffman said. "We need to
develop a system for these studentscordance
accordance with a Five-Year
by the group. the
PlannAthletics Board is trying to develop
a staff position which would be a
student support position.
"We need to examine what monies we need and how to identify
those monies from either our own re -

’I believe it’s a
rumor, but I
. . . couldn’t confirm
or deny what is
going on.’
Randy

Hoffman,

SJSU athletics director
sources or from other resources on
campus." Hoffman said. "We are
trying to get a position developed."
The Five-Year Plan outlines a
management program for budgets.
scheduling, compliance. academic
support, drug abuse and prevention.
athletic support systems and facilities.
Each coach has been asked by the
Athletics Board to prepare a presentation examining each of these areas
v,ithin their own program. a process
which has occurred for the last three
to four months.
Track coach Marshall Clark did
comment on the statements.
’We may hear something about
our program tomorrow,’’ Clark said.
See RUMOR, back page

New editor foresees
change for Daily
Spartan
Jimholt,
Katannu
Daily staff writer. was named editor for the fall semester Monday
after a week of campaigning.
Jonholt was visibly happy
about the results.
"I’m happy and excited." Jonholt said. "We have a lot of reporters coming back next semester and it will be a good staff."
Jonholt. a native of Sweden,
came to the United States in summer 1984 for a vacation, but decided to stay after seeing the diflerences in the college systems.
"In Sweden. after a student
graduates from college, he or she
in journalism
would enroll
school. In the U.S. a student
graduates with the degree in journalism." she said.
Jonholt graduated from Ohlone
College with an applied arts degree in liberal studies. She then
enrolled at SJSU as a journalism
major.
Johnholt, 20, hopes to make a
few changes in the Daily’s look
for next semester including more
student editorial cartoons and the
use of graphics.
Current Spartan Daily Editor

KatarinaJonholl
. full MX editor
Karen Derenzi believes "Katarine is a good choice."
"She is a very competent journalist. She seems to have a good
background," Derenzi said.
Katarina was editor of Ohlone
college’s newspaper the "Monitor." She also did freelance
work with "Arhetarbladet," one
of two daily newpapers in Gavle.
Sweden. where she grew up.
Mike Lewis
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Less than a week
to register to vote
ne of the main reasons people give for not
voting in local, state and national elections is because they fail to register in
time. Well, here’s fair warning: The deadline
for registering to vote in the June 7 California
Primary is Monday.
There’s absolutely no valid reason for anyone of age failing to register. Of course. everyone’s heard all the
rhetoric
endless
Editorials
about a citizen’s
role in a democratic republic, the responsibility
of voting and in general the vital voice that the
public maintains in government at all levels.
In California, it’s ridiculously easy to register through the mail, unlike most other states
where a personal appearance at city hall or the
county registrar is required. The mere task of
filling out the form only takes a few minutes at
most and the forms are available at most post
offices and public libraries.
The major advantage to taking part in elections is that it gives you the right to gripe and
complain at
least until the next election. A
lot of people complained about the choices for
president in 1980 and 1984. but those who ignored the preceding primaries didn’t really
have a right to complain. They were asked to
make their decision and declined to take part in
the selection process.
Moreover, in California there are important
decisions to be made by the voters through the
initiative process. For exarnPle, measures dealing with state funding issues and even another
Lyndon Larouche-hacked AIDS initiative will
he on the ballot.
Registration and voting are not the only responsibilities citizens undertake during election
time. The tougher, full-time job of staying
aware and informed about the issues of the day
is most important. An ignorant voter is an ineffective voter who simply falls for the political
cosmetics while ignoring the vital issues and alternatives facing his city, county. state or country.
So. there’s only one more week to put your
John Hancock on a registration form. For those
of you who won’t be in your hometown or even
county come Primary Day, the deadline for appl ing for an absentee ballot is May 31 . A simple signed letter with your official home address will suffice, according to a spokeswoman
for the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters.
Take the time to register to vote. It doesn’t
hurt, doesn’t cost anything, and it actually results in a feeling of accomplishment. And
that’s always reassuring.

0

Two wrongs don’t make a trite
Last weekend, ESPN solidified
my hatred for television sportscasters and sportscasting in general.
It was just a culmination of my
overall loathing for (most) television
anyway. But ESPN did something so
undesirable, so dispicable. that I had
to turn off the set and do (gulp)
homework.
They cliche’d me over the brink of
insanity.
It all started during the end of the
day’s sports roundup. This is the
point in their sportscast when they
show the highlights of the weekend’s
events.
One of the sportscasters said
"They really need to go for broke."’
Then, the other answered. "The
game went to the team who wanted it
the most
I felt my pulse rate quicken.
Before I could react, though, they
hit me again. "This is a guy who
gives 110 percent," one said.
Now I felt the queasiness building
in the pit of my stomach.
"He’s a real competitor, even in
the face of adversity. He’s got an
arm like a cannon. The team is at its
mental and physical peak They need
to establish more ball control and
make fewer mental and phsial
mistakes."
I began to buckle under the weight
of this assault.
But before I could grab the remote
control, a "freshman sensation"
was pitted against a "seasoned veteran."
A "player’s coach" was "right in
the thick of things."
A team formerly "in the skids"

Top pop makers
should play fair
Sunday ’s CBS program, *60 Minutes" ran
a segment describing the major soft-drink
producer’s practice of using calendar marketing agreements (CMA)’s to control the soda
market.
It isn’t hard to see this as conspiracy in restraint of trade. and a wholly unethical activit .
The news program examined the plight f
smaller soft-drink firms trying to compete w th
the cola-giants.
Both the Coca-Cola and Pepsi bottling
companies are forcing retail outlets to feature
their own product, giving it favorable display
in the market, the only reduced price of any
soda available, and the only advertising of any
soft-drink sold. In return, the two firms are
paying "incentives" of up to $150,000 to insure their product gets the special treatment.
The smaller firms cannot compete with
such big-buck practices, and consequently lose
out on all of the extra hype and marketing.
Such actions by the big guys deserves both condemnation and punishment for being unfair,
and not in the public interest. Corporate America is not so far gone that memories of the antitrust and monopoly busting laws of former days
has been completely forgotten.
If local soft-drink distributors are using
CMA’s to force unfair sales practices of their
products, the students of SJSU should be willing to forgo soda until such practices are ended.
A cola boycott could be useful in sending a
i
message to Coke and Pepsi, to play fair.
,

I began to babble to my roommates.
I told one of them he was "putting
the cart before the horse," when he
did his homework before dinner,
I mumbled to another that his
girlfriend was a "dime a dozen."
I instructed the last, who was
looking under the couch for his wallet, 10 "leave no stone unturned.’’
I wigs get a little fuzzy after that.
It %\
rumored that I called Bruce
Springsteen to tell him tickets to his
Mike Lewis
concert were "selling like hot cakes . My friends began to "avoid me
was now "coming together as a
like the plague," so I began to
unit."
’keep
a low profile."
of
game
isia
said
"it
Then -one
Then. enlightenment "hit me like
inches.- (Was he talking about sex
a ton of bricks." I realized the reaor football?)
I finally managed to turn the damn sons sportscasters use so many
thing off. But not before the damage cliches. With these useful little tools
they don’t have to specialize in any
was done.
This was when the insanity sport.
Listen to a television sportscast if
"reared iis ugly head.’’
you don’t believe me. Then take that
same load of garbage and apply it to
whatever sport you enjoy.
It’s simple. Instead of waiting for
the sport of your choice to appear
just assume that your team "came
out to play" or "went down fighting."
You can be sure the winners said
"you gotta give them credit." about
the losers and then the losers said
"we didn’t play our game."
I feel better now and plan to resume watching ESPN. I am a little
wiser, too.
Now I understand and cliches will
never bother me again because "if
vou can’t heat ’em. join ’rm."

I realized the
reasons
sportscasters use so
many cliches. With
these useful little
tools they don’t have
to specialize in any
sport.

Everybody’s had at least one special teacher
who’s really made a difference. You know,
that one person. whether it be in grade
school, junior high. high school or even college,
who set you straight or kept you from making or
the biggest mistake of your
continuing to make
then -young life.
Well, I’m no different. Aside from my eighth.
grade teacher who took a truly progressive approach toward education, which resulted i n my ac
mai learning of basic skills for the first time, I
would have to say that I faced my most impressive
instructor at my community college in Los Angeles.
When I decided to stop settling for menial jobs
and to go back to school. I had no idea what I
wanted to do. I had always had an interest in current events and wanted to project that interest into a
viable career. Next stop: journalism.
At the time, early 1982, the journalism department at my particular community college still considered movable type to be a passing fad. The instructor, who I think actually once met Gutenberg.
the 1850...
had the department mired in the ’50s
He administered tests that required us to match his
former students with their current occupations, to
label parts of a linotype machine, and assorted
other outdated contraptions that went out with the
horse and buggy.
Thank God the old fart retired after my first semester on the paper. With his departure. the college
turned to hiring a primary journalism instructor and
newspaper adviser who was at least familiar with
20th century journalism practices and ethics. That
temporarily at first my
is when I abandoned
growing inclination to change my major to welding.
new adviser was a relatively young, outThe
spoken individual who knew what she was in
for. She was now a major force in a journalism department she previously wouldn’t recommend to her students at the local high school she
came from.
Soon after her arrival I found out that most es
erything I had learned from the outdated fossil of an
except for ther most fundamental bainstructor
sics of journalism was either outdated or wrong.
No longer did the students look to the earlier part of
this century for inspiration; she made it clear it was
time to get with the system and learn how to write.
edit and put a newspaper together properly and responsibly.
From this person I learned nearly everything
about writing and reporting that I know k4ay. Shy
did more than just teach her students faerAndprocedures; she taught us how to think litre reporters.
how to recognize the most important facts of a
story, and most important I, . how to treat a story
fairly and to give both sides equal coverage.
As one who rarely minced words, she often
stepped on a few toes including mine at one
point with her stinging critiques of our work.
"Did someone paste this up with her feet?" or
"Was this person drunk when he edited this
story?" were two of the more biting criticisms that,
although true, were hard to swallow by those involved.
But her sharp criticism also carried with it some
constructive suggestions and the yncouragement to
do better the next time. She would he amazed when
I would quote from her written critiques of the
newspaper months after the fact. To this day I’m
still convinced that my doing so gave her the message that the information she was giving us was
slowly, but surely, sinking into our tiny little
minds.
These days. when I feel burned out about journalism in general and the Spartan Daily in Particular I look back to my days at my first school.
when I was enthusiastic and positive about the line
of work I want to enter and how this fabulous lady
made me feel good about myself and the job I was
doing. It helps make it a little easier to stomach the
current situation 1 face at SJSU.
I like to think that there’s at least one instructor
like her in every department, or that at least every
student has had the opportunity to learn under
someone who actually gives a damn about his or
her students and where they are going in their lives.
The last time I talked to her, she had made light
years of progress with the rumpled old weekly
school paper I started at. As always, she gave her
support and affection and urged me "to hurry up
and graduate so we can find you a job."
Ah! There’s nothing like a little moral support
and professional inspiration to make one feel alive
again. It’s addicting, and it’s too bad so many students have to live their academic lives without such
encouragement. I feel lucky to have such a source of support, even if mine is more than 4(8) mile’
away.
Dave [Anson is the Forum page editor. Publiminal Messages appears every Tuesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and suggesfions are encouraged. By listening to our readers
we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or libel.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or to the Student
Union information desk.
Editorials are the opinion of a majority of the
Spartan Daily Editorial Board. They run without a
byline and appear in the upper left corner.
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SJSU’s bats pound
49er pitching staff

By Jennifer

Truman

By Sean Montgomery

Daily staff wrote,

Daily staff writer

"Despite the wind. we had some
of our best performances on Saturday." SJSU Head Track and Field
Coach Marshall Clark said.
The 400-meter relay team turned
in a first -place time of 41.20 at the
Johnny Mathis Invitational in San
Francisco.
The team of Darren Coleman,
Dave Villalobos. Mike Williams and
Troy Brown beat second place Army
by .01.
Spartans John Kozak and Jim Reis
tied for first in the high jump at a
height of 6-8. The high jump was
held on Sunday at San Jose State’s

The Spanans baseball team
had a successful time in Southern
California over the weekend, improving their overall record to
28-29 (7-11 in the PCAA) after
winning two of three from Long
Beach State.
After losing Friday night’s
game 7-3, SJSU got its bats
cracking Saturday and scored 11
runs to give the Spartans a much
needed victory.
John Bracken, who went 5 for
10 and knocked in eight runs in
the series, went 3 for 5 to lead
SJSU.
Bracken ignited the Spartans in
the second inning when he drove
in Greg Banda with a single to
score the first run.
In the third inning with two
runs already in. Bracken stepped
up to the plate with the bases
loaded.
Bracken blasted a grand slam
home run, his fourth round tripper of the season, capping a six run Spartan rally.
Even this wouldn’t be enough
to win. The 49ers fought back
and tied the game 9-9, forcing the
Spartans to send three different
pitchers to the mound.
Long Beach’s Manny Benavidez kept the game close by hitting
a grand slam off Al Flacosa in the
Fifth.
With the game tied in the
eighth. Bracken came through
again with the game-winning hit.
Bracken singled in Banda. who
reached base on a single, breaking the 9-9 deadlock.
The Spartans added an insurance run in the ninth with a John
Rattazzi RBI single. scoring Eric
Nelson.
SJSU starting pitcher Clyde
Samuel lasted only two innings
before being relieved by Bacosa,
who pitched 3 ’/ innings, walking
three and striking out one.
Robert Sapp (3-2) finished the

SPORTS
game with a near perfect performance surrendering only one hit
and one walk over the 3 ’/ innings
that he pitched. Sapp walked one
and struck out three for the win.
In Sunday’s contest. Spanan
work horse Dan Archibald (9-8)
went the distance in a 16-6 SJSU
victory.
Archibald scattered 12 hits and
struck out nine while walking
four.
Archibald’s control has been
perfect this season as he has 119
strikeouts and given up just 32
walks.
Archibald was helped offensively by a barrage of Spartans
players. SJSU had 17 hits.
Nelson went 3 for 6 and
knocked in two runs. Fernando
Viera went 3 for 5 and knocked in
one and John Verniest also went 3
for 5 and knocked in one run.
The 49ers Sid Herrera blasted a
solo home run in the first inning.
Rattazzi hit his first home run
of the season, a two -run shot to
right field.
Friday. starting pitcher Donnie
Rea, who took the loss, lasted
only three innings and gave up
seven earned runs.
The one bright spot in this
game was right fielder Kelly
Coan. who went 2 for 4 and
knocked in two runs.
The 49ers Dave Holloway got
the win, striking out six in 8 -,/ innings.
NOTES: The Spartans have not committed an emir in their last rise games.
This is the longest streak oi. the season.
Greg Banda and Erie Nelson are tied tor
the team lead in batting oith a 332 ae,
age.
The Spartans make up game jg.011,1
USE todm that vias postponed because of
rain.

Giamatti picks Rose
off bench for 30 days
NEW YORK (API Cincinnati
Reds Manager Pete Rose was suspended for 30 days by National
League President Bart Giamatti
Monday for his run-in Saturday
night with umpire Dave Pallone.
Giamatti also announced that
Rose was being fined "a substantial
amount" for the incident in which he
pushed Pallone.
Rose. who had arthmscopic knee
surgery Monday and was not expected to manage even before the announcement. released a statement
saying he would appeal.
It was believed to be the longest
suspension in baseball since Leo Durocher, manager of the then -Brooklyn Dodgers. was suspended for the
full season in 1947 by Commissioner
Happy Chandler for "incidents detrimental to baseball."
"Such disgraceful episodes are
not business as usual, nor can they
be allowed to become so. Giamatti
said after reviewing tapes of the incident with NL supervisor of officials
Ed Vargo.
Giamatti also said he was summoning two Reds broadcasters.
Marty Brenneman and Joe Nuxhall
to his office for allegedly "inciting
the unacceptable behavior of some
of the fans" with "inflammatory
and completely irresonsible remarks’’ critical of Pallone.
The play that set off the dispute
occurred with the Mets’ Howard
Johnson on second base and two

’Such disgraceful
episodes are not
business as usual,
nor can they be
allowed to become
so.’
Bart

men out and the game tied at 5-5
Mookie Wilson then hit a ground
ball to shortstop Barry Larkin.
Larkin’s throw appeared to pull
first baseman Nick Esasky off the
bag but Pallone delayed making a
call as Johnson raced home without a
throw with what proved to he the
winning run.
Rose then charged Pallone and
pushed him twice during their argil
ment. Meanwhile, fans began throw
ing debris at the umpire and the
game was delayed for 15 minutes
while all four officials left the field
and the ground crew cleaned up.
When they finally returned, debris
continued to rain down and the se
nior umpire told Patine to leave
The game was completed with just
three umpires.
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Afith the purchase of any sandwe.h

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
’CLUB
’TURKEY
’CHICKEN SALAD
*TUNA
’ROAST BEEF
’AND 10 MORE
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BEARY SPECIAL

huggable bears to choose from
world wide packaging & shipping available

TEDDY BEAR EXPRESS
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Public Affairs Organization
Good Communication Skills Required
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SALARY $6 PER HOUR

1337 S. WINCHESTER BLVD
SAN JOSE
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10% OFF WITH THIS AD

Need Extra
Money?

Ca 1 Debbie Murphy, Mon. - Fri. 9-4 PM

395-1422 or 395-1377

Call Us

Sunnyvale

San Jose
(408) 241-9800
Mtn. View
(415)969-2100

SOUTHWESTERN

SUMMER WORK!
Earn $4,800 average
Build Resume
Earn College Credit

I empurary

Personnel Services
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Tuesday, May 3rd
or call Gary at

Technical
(408) 737-9177

(408) 737-9194
Fremont
(415) 490-6550

TEMPORARIES

VISIT THE INFORMATION TABLE
IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION

25%

377-3040

made it.

STUDENT DISCOUNT
on CONTACT LENSES
With Student I.D.
No other discounts apply.

You Won’t Find
Lower Prices on Brand Name
Rx Eyeglasses. Anywhere!
Buy any of our Eyeglasses Then take 30 Days
to try to find the identical product at a lower price
GOOD LUCK
If you should find it, bring us proof of the price
and we’ll DOUBLE the difference in price back
to you

foR SYES
Let them know you care. Grad ad sales begin May 2nd
through May 6th in front of the student union.

SAN JOSE
247-1127

Pricing Does Not Include Eye Exam
411111memsoinmomossimismismionannenne0

PLANNING
FOR FALL FUNDS?
PHONE ir

for easy repayment. And with some loans, we offer
a plan to postpone your accrued interest payments untii

Now’s the time to think about funding your fall
semester. Call 1st Nationwide Bank today about our
fast and easy student loan. Once we receive your
completed application, we guarantee you’ll get your
funds on time?
Plus, if you have more than one student loan,
1st Nationwide Bank will hell) ott con,44idate them

after you leave school.

Best of all, we make the whole process simple.
Because getting an education is complicated enough.
Phone 1st today.

1-800-245-0111
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Demitrius Caner and and Tony Jell cry. and sophomore wide receiver
Jim Reis are the foursome that do
double duty in SJSU athletics.

This Mothers Day May 8th
send her a loving Teddy Bear
with a FREE balloon

EXCELLEN1 PART-TIME
OPPORTUNITY

National League President

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)

Editor In (:hittl
Advertising Ihtertor
News Felton

Bud Winter Field.
Martin Seeber, who placed second
in the 10.000-meters with a time of
31:15.3, has put himself fourth in
the PCAA.
Brian Wicks placed second in the
pole vault with a mark of It,
Wicks’ second place Caine behind .t
17-7 mark SJSU Graduate Assistant
Coach Felix Bohni.
Chris Becerra ran a 1:51.2 in thc
MX) meters to land himself a meet
and stadium record. It was also his
own personal best time.
For the 100-meter dash, SJSI
placed third with Darren Coleman’s
time Of 10.60.
With team members playing fool
ball on Saturday and Wicks nursinti
a sore leg. the Spartans did not con
pete in the 1600 meters
Four track and field members arc
also pan of the SJSU football team
Senior Jay Taylor, who plays cot
nerback for the 1987 PCAA chum
pionship team, junior wide receive’ s

Clark pleased
with Spartans’
performance
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In Depth ’88 After SJSU: A Future in the Valley?

Silicon Valley Growing Pains
Electronics boom gives way
to a slower rate of change
By SCOTT G. HAMILTON. In Depth ’88

In the beginning, there was only the Garden of Eden.
-The Valley of Heart’s Delight." they called it, and for
) cars, it lay peacefully still, basking under the warm California
sun. In those early and innocent days, "high technology" meant
finding a way to improve the prune harvest.
When change came, it came quickly. Once discovered, a new
spawned a breed of farmers who worked not
crop silicon
the soil of the earth, but of the mind. The ground proved fertile,
the fruits, exciting. The age of microelectronics had arrived.
With the seeds planted, the cerebral hotshots wasted no time.
With blinding speed they created new technologies and improved
the old ones, and dreamed up products that would forever change
the world. And as they did. they transformed
the modest agricultural valley into one of the
most powerful economic centers in the
world. They even changed its name.
Those were the boom years. and they.
proved fleeting Soon enough. electronic,
spread its w ings. establishing itself
elsewhere. As it did, economic reality. hit
Silicon Valley . The uniqueness was gone
The Garden it Eden was no more.
From the start. SJSI.’ was more than a
passive observer of the v alley’s evolutiom.
sers mg as a prolific starting point for
technological talent. The engineering school
might never have stopped growing had it not
been impacted in 1979. putting a capon its
numbers and locking many students out.
According to school records, more engineers
in local firms got their start at SJSU than at
any other university.
But oser time, local education has lost its
monopoly on local success, as contenders
have flooded the valley. Local electronics
employ ment may have grown by nearly 17
percent annually between 1976 and 1980. as
mapped by the California Employment
Development Department. hut that gain was
tempered by San Jose’s rise in population
during the ’70% nearly 1/30.000.
according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
At first, there was room for all. But after
peaking in 1984. business for %alley
electronics firms began a gradual decline that
forced them to reassess their operations here.
according to Stephen Less, director of the
Center for Continuing Study of the
Calilornia Economy, a private research firm
based in Palo Alto.
Though the much-discussed slump
appears to he over, the lesson it taught
remains. So.
that nothing lasts forever
too, does the question: Though the vatic%
consistently came through with jobs in the
past. wilt it continue to do so for SJSU
students seeking careers in high technology?
Economic forecasts show that across the
nation job growth in electronics is expected
to continue into the next decade. In the latest
edition of its annual statistical abstracts. the
Ikpartment of Commerce predicted
that by 1995 job openings may surpass the
1984 levels by as much as 79 percent for
computer programmers. 75 percent for
sy stems anal .6. and 58 percent for electrical

Photo illustration
1984: Levy said. ’Abut was a unique
Dan Sweeney.’ n Depth ’88
growth phase." But. he said. follow mg a
for computer scientists 14.- ployment rale hovering at apgeneral upturn in mid -I987, the long-term
000 new positions. nearly a 50 proximately three percent in
industry commitment to the remodeling of
outlook for the valley economy is y cry good
percent increase.
a predominantly white collar
SJS1"s engineering facility, the outlook
for output and moderate for job growth.
In spite of its growth. Boston labor market.
seems favorable.
Bob McLaughlin, analyst for the
call
Projections through 1990
faces a serious labor shortage.
Already. more than 25 local firms
California Employment Development
for
in
as
continued
growth
But.
Fahey said
Department, said the department will publish Lockheed. Hewlett-Packard Co.. and Intel
Austin, the Raleigh -Durham
have made substantial
Corp. among them
a similar conclusion later this year. The
area does a good job of breeddonations of money and materials, some
findings are the result of a May workshop
Austin, Texas
ing its own work force. At each
totalling nearly
and
million,
Burgeoning technology corn.
exceeding SI
between the department and the Bay Area
In the Silicon Hills. a sluggish
corner of the triangle is one of
plexes now dot the map from
$13 million.
Council. a business-sponsored organization
economy coupled with a slump the schools which helped form
coast to coast, but industry con- in the semiconductor industry
When completed next spring, the
working to promote local economic growth.
the park: Durham’s Duke Unisultants Texe W and Wanda has
expansion will increase undergraduate
There, participants determined that the
produced a six percent un- versity, Chapel Hill’s University
Marrs pinpoint San Jose, Bosoutlook for local job growth in electronics is enrollment by 42 percent and double the
employment rate, the highest of North Carolina. and Raleigh’s
ton. Austin and Raleigh-Durham
capacity for graduate students. Presently.
-very bright," predicting that by 1995.
ever recorded for the area, North Carolina State University.
as the top four centers of ’interonly one of three qualified applicants is
there will he 70.000 more positions than in
according to Peter Mills. vice
national high-tech" in their book
accepted.
1985. with the greatest gains for computer
president of economic devel’High-Tech Job Finder A Guide
Bob Trammell. assistant to the dean of
programmers, electrical engineers and
opment for the Austin chamber Orange County
to America’s 100 Hottest Comengineering, is a man intimately involved
electronic technicians. Ultimately, their
of commerce.
According
to
Electronics
munities And Electronic Busiwith the school’s renovation. While handling
predictions would have 30.((X) engineers.
New projects in the works
ness magazine has dubbed may help put Austin back on Business. if Orange County
24.000 technicians and 19,000 programmers facility management, acting as the campus were
a
nation,
its
gross
national
the
new
Southern California
contractor coordinator and watching over the
working in Silicon Valley firms.
A 2.5-million-square- product would rank 32nd worldwith course
Mecca.
electronics
school’s fiscal accounts. Trammell said he
In addition, they predicted a shift away
foot facility for the Sematech wide. Steady
growth is proOrange County leading the way.
has become convinced that industry
from manufacturing particularly in the
group research and semicon- iected through
1995.
semiconductor field and toward software involvement in the 540 million project is an
manufacturing
effort
is
ductor
Boston
One reason for the area’s
indication of its faith in SJSU.
development, brought about by broadening
expected to bong 5.000 new prosperity is the diversity of inGerry Fahey. economist for
In an eft On 10 improve the situation
applications of computer use.
1995. Mills said.
jobs
by
dustry. which ranges from
the Massachusetts State Diviand improve the prospects for
further
Levy noted a similar trend. As large
But with a highly qualified software and penpherals to
sion of Employment Security.
SJSU graduates in the process’ Trammell
corporations move their manufacturing
labor base and local universities
says projections for 1984 to to tap. Austin can be rough on pharmaceuticals and the fastsaid that accompanying the school’s face lift
facilities out of the area, small, research.
est-growing area, medical and
1995 show a large number of
w ill be an aggressive new philosophy behind
intensive firms will flourish in the valley .
the incoming job hunter. Mills science instruments and equipelectronics job openings along
instruction, aimed at making graduates
providing jobs for technically skilled
said
ment.
EngNew
s
Route
128.
Boston
business -conscious, and allowing them to
employees, he said.
The moniker Med-Tech has
land s answer to Silicon Valley
keep U.S. high-tech companies competitive.
"It’s been going on for years that the
RaleighDurham, N.C. quickly caught on as Orange
Topping the list are near’,
Although many observers V. orry about it
assembly jobs move out. hut the professional
Partner to try east North County has soared to the third15.000 new electrical enginow. foreign competition is unlikely to harm
jobs are still here." Levy said. "This is still
neering positions. a 59 percent Carolinas Research Triangle ranked spot for domestic mediSilicon Valley. according to Torn Means,
the start-up capital for electronics.’’
increase The picture is similar boasts a consistently low unern- cal-electronics production.
SJSU associate professor of economics.
Jack Roberts. vice president of the Santa
Means believes the %alley has found its niche
Clara County Manufacturers Group. said
and is steering clear of problem areas such as
small firms add to the valley’s economic
and electronic engineers. By comparison.
semiconductor manufacturing.
this is Silioin Valley - eer thing’s out
well-being not only by providing jobs, hut
mechanical engineering was expected to
there.’’ he said.
Still, in spite of the rosy picture painted by
by acting as mavericks which help keep
grow by only 39 percent
the forecasts, it appears the area has lost
IcCoy said at the time of his graduation.
industry young and dynamic.
Though that bodes well tor the country as
some of the gusto it once had. According to
only two years ago. economic shake-ups in
"As they grow. firms lose their
a whole. SJSU students have traditionally
Levy, the valley is now following national
the valley made it "fairly difficult" to find a entrepreneurial urgency." Roberts said.
focused on local opportunities. Brett
and world business trends.
job. Since then, conditions have changed.
"The small firms are continuing to bring a
McCoy. a 1986 graduate now working as an
What that could mean for oh seekers is
and if the predictions of local economists and sense of entrepreneurship to the valley, and
associate engineer at the Lockheed Missiles
that openings in newer markets may he
business leaders prove correct, the prospects It’s that enthusiasm that will continue the
& Space Co. lacility in Sunnyvale. said that
easier to land and excel in.
for SJSU students hoping to make a short
momentum and vitality in the valley."
like many of his peers. he never considered
"Doing it here, you come into what is
jump rather than a long leap to employment
Regardless of their size. firms both old
looking outside the area.
becoming an old and established area.
and
much
of
it
are better than they might expect.
blood,
and new require new
"I think going to San Jose State, there’s
Means said. "This valley isn’t going to he
"The number of new jobs will never again will come from SJSU if the pattern of the
this thrill in the hack of your mind that hev .
growing the fastest anymore.
equal what it was in 1979. or 1982. or even
past continues. But will it’? Judging by the

Four more
hightech
hot spots

Tracking employment trends
Specific skills wanted, f*Arms say
the result uI fluctuating employ ment
and partly the result of industries becoming
more specific in the types ot skills and
levels of ability required.
oanne Dure is on her way to being an
These new technical requirements have
account coordinator tor Gray
led to changes in existing professions. such
J Ads ertising in the agency’s San
Francisco office. An SJSU graduate who
as engineering and software programming,
majored in advertising and minored in
and the creation of new jobs and cross
training in the health care and finance
marketing, she is. no doubt, qualified for
industries, said Stephen Glick, vice
an entry -level position.
But for now . Dure is a receptionist. It is presidriru of the Bay Area Council. a group
of incIrStry representatives who study
her typing and computer skills and, yes.
employment trends in the area.
her pleasant phone voice that qualify
The council’s studies are used to improve
her for the job that will hopefully open the
door to a future in advertising within the
and update educational programs in Santa
months
Clara Valley and surrounding areas,
next six
"Even though I had good experience in
gearing them toward employment trends in
found
most
the
I
out
typing
is
the
market, he said.
field.
the
important skill I can have, " Dure said
During the last few years. Santa Clara
"When I first started looking for a
County electronic firms suffered an
position as an account coordinator. no
oversupply of similar products, intense
foreign and domestic competition, and a
!natter how bright and positive and
strong dollar, causing many companies to
eneigized I tried to come across. I found
undergo major reorganization.
,iiii that technical skills, not theory. were
More recently. a weaker U.S. dollar and
the only things that were going to get me in
the development of new markets have
ins where." she said.
created strong growth in the engineering
Dure’s situation is not unusual and will
become more common within the next few field. McLaughlin said, hut even in this
industry. there is a constant need for
scars as, acn is,. I he board, industries
graduates and undergraduates alike to
flinging Iron) snow are programming to
more
require
technical
maintain a keen awareness of industry
skills
and
hospitality
changes.
industry -specific know ledge. said Bob
"There is a need for fundamental skill
NI, I aughlin. labor market analyst for the
training and retraining. There’s a real
.mia f Mploymeni Development
t
demand for qualified software designers,"
I ,
’ hi .;nt
-r% of jobs are available in almost
said Thomas Hall, corporate director of
1,,,,,A. _ it ,iilis iduols ire willing human resources for Avantek Inc.. a Santa
Clara microwave company.
to Jed’ 11 the desired stills that will qualify
"Recent graduates will have to have
them for an entry-level position.
The trend ,iss ard technical skills is partly more basic skill knowledge and. I’m sure,
By PAULA RAY CHRISTIANSEN.
lit Depth 88

r,

many engineers will he returning to school
for graduate degrees or at least taking
courses to keep on top.’’ he said.
The emphasis on occupational skills is
not specific to the computer industry. Most
professions experiencing any fluctuation in
:,:rovith are also experiencing a change in
industry -related technical skills.
The nursing field, which has maintained
a shortage over the last few years. has a
deficit of trained technicians, according to
industry experts.
The need for administrative personnel
skilled in patient care and front -room
techniques. combined with the need for
more nurses, is creating changes in nursing
occupations and nursing -related skills.
"Administrative work in nursing is
changing. It’s becoming more specific, so
that nurses are required to have basic
administrative skills and administrative
people are being trained in basic front -room
procedures.’ said Jane Thomas, assistant
director of the Hospital Council of Northern
California.
Such cross training, while not increasing
actual employment growth in the industry,
helps make up for the shortage of nurses.
allowing them to concentrate in the areas
where they are most needed. Thomas said.
The number of new positions in the
health field, such as medical record
technicians and home health care
administrators. are growing as a result of
this type of occupational training, said Bo
Carter, assistant director of public relations
for the Hospital Council.
Many of these positions require higher
qualifications but, combined with basic
secretarial and word-processing skills, can
provide entry into the health care
profession, Thomas said,
Another field suffering from employee
shortages is the hospitality industry.
"Hotels throughout the Bay Area are
experiencing dramatic growth along with a
severe lack of individuals qualified for even
the basic lobs in hotel maintenance." said

Bob Buerger.
director of
personnel at
the Stanford
Court Hotel
A shortage
nationwide of
1.1 million
workers in
the
hospitality
industry is
anticipated
by 1995.
according to
reports from
the California
Restaurant
Joanne Dure, Association,
the
SJSU alumna and
recent boom
in
development of new properties in the Bay
has
Area
caused this industry to classify
itself as being in a "personnel
emergency." said Connie Berkholtz of the
Hospitality Industry Training Program.
Most individuals trying to get into the
hotel industry are required to start at the
basic level as front desk clerks or the like if
they have no training in the profession.
Buerger said.
Top management personnel in the
business are usually recruited from
universities which have specialized
educational programs in restaurant and
hotel management. he said.
But many companies offer programs
allowing individuals who are willing to
start at a base level to find positions in hotel
and restaurant management. Buerger said.
Positions leading toward management
are also available in the banking industry
for people willing to start at the bottom.
"There are always openings as tellers,"
said Joanna Woo, director of corporate
training at City Source bank in San
Francisco.

’I found out
that technical
skills, not
theory, were
the only things
that were
going to get
me in.’

Woo said most hiring and promoting for
senior management positions is done from
sit iihin, but college graduates with business
iit business -related degrees can start at the
lower-level positions.
And congressional regulation and
deregulation in the industry. is leading to
hank mergers. which is creating new
positions requiring more technical.
industry -focused skills. said Patricia Lang.
an administrator for the Federal Reserve
Bank in San Francisco.
’Whole new fields of work are opening
up. The industry’ itself is expanding . . . I
see a slow growth trend changing the
distribution of honks.’’ she said.
Lang predicts a shakedown in the
financial industry, leasing very large
banking institutions and smaller
"boutique" banks, with nothing in
between.
I With this shakedown will conic a need
for technically oriented financial
specialists.
"There will he a much greater need for
qualified financial analysts people who
work with numbers and know how to
interpret them. Lang said.
So. although most industries outside
engineering will not experience the same
rapid growth, they are projected to maintain
a slow’, steady increase. Glick said.
And hiring requirements and preferred
skills are often responsive to changes in
both demand or supply for workers, he
said.
"Industry training program directors
have to be aware of fundamental skills that
will be required in the future." McLaughlin
said, in order to prevent training people in
skills that will one day he obsolete,
No employer would consider hiring an
employee without basic occupational skills
required by the profession, he said.
Glick agreed. The more industry -specific
technical skills an individual has, the better
off he will he in the future, he said
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Searching for that Perfect Job
Success indicators are key
to locking up employment
By DEBORAH G. GUADAN. In Depth ’88
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Jennifer Simeral got lucky.
For her, landing a job with National
Semiconductor Corp. meant "being at
the right place at the right time."
Although Simeral’s position in the
company’s college recruiting office doesn’t
directly relate to her humanities degree from
SJSU, it does allow her to gather valuable
’experience in a more marketable field.
Hired through a temporary agency before
her graduation in 1987. Simeral didn’t know
what to do when the law school she wanted
to attend. Hastings College of Law in San
Francisco. didn’t accept her.
She was accepted by other schools, but
she turned them down to accept the job at
National Semiconductor.
"I told them, ’I don’t want to do anything
clerical. and I’m not an engineer what
can I do?’ " Simeral says. That’s when the
company found her a recruiting position.
Since last May she has been promoted once
and accused by her supervisor of wanting to
climb the ladder too fast.
"For a long time I thought it was who you
know, hut it’s not." Simeral says. Hard
work and a degree
any degree made
her stand out. "I don’t know why. I don’t
think I’m any better than someone without a
degree," she says.
According to Simeral, the chances of
someone else receiving the same break aren’t
that bad. A co-worker, also unsure of her
career direction, moved into a recruiting
position because of her degree. In time, both
she and Simeral will have a solid base for
careers in college recruitment.
But for most students, falling into the right
job at the right time is unlikely.
Whether the Santa Clara Valley
employment market stays healthy or not,
finding a job to match an individual’s
education, interests and goals still requires
persistence and hard work, many recruiters
say. That’s when taking command of the
situation becomes a reality.
Such is the case of Russ Lujan.
Scheduled to graduate in May with a
bachelor’s degree in marketing. Lujan has
developed a strong background from two
internships and retail work experience. Still.
the process of finding a job brings pressure
"I go to school all the time, work all the

A career game plan
How to find that perfect job
Recruiters and placement officers offer
these tips for career-minded students.
Research fields of interest Find out what
companies like.
Get experience closely related to your field
through summer employment and internships
Keep good grades in your major.
List indicators of success or achievements
on your resume. These can include activities
awards, participation in special projects and
working your way through college. Recruiters
want to see the ability to balance many tasks
and interest in the field.
Consider your job hunt a campaign Learn
good interviewing techniques. Be persistent

time, and then have to fit in interviews," he
explains. With help from SJSU’s Career
Planning and Placement Center, he has
followed a process for selecting his top 10
employment possibilities.
Many employers and job placement
counselors advise applicants to research their
field and match their abilities to a company’s
needs. This process allows individuals like
Lujan to save time, eliminate dead ends and
identify the best prospective employers.
Although he has had positive responses
from only three employers, including
Johnson & Johnson, he says going through
the interview process has been an eyeopening experience.
"I wanted to get a feel for the industry and
see how companies work. (Interviewing) is
an opportunity to see if you even qualify or
have the characteristics for the program."
One thing the interviews have done is to
change his expectations. "My preference is
to stay here in the Bay Area. But I’m finding
that a lot of companies want to send people
to other areas. I guess they don’t have the
provisions here. I’m willing to go now. I’ve
changed my mind to make me more
marketable."
As for traditional factors such as
experience, contacts in the field and grades
within the major. Lujan believes larger
companies like IBM Corp. and HewlettPackard Co. rank experience very highly.
"I think that has been one of the areas
that’s made me more marketable. They seem
to be stressing experience over GPA. I’m
able to get a head start and talk about (my
experience) in the interview."
Gaining experience is one problem many
students encounter. SJSU accounting student
Lisa Meyer has worked as an office manager
and bookkeeper. But landing a job at Big
Eight accounting firm Peat Marwick Main &
Co. may not have depended solely on her
experience, she says.
"They look for experience and all those
good things. but I’m under the impression
YOU don’t have to have them," she says.
Meyer is a member of the campus chapter
of Beta Alpha Psi. She says membership in
such groups helps in securing future
employment opportunities.
"How else can students get out there and
meet people in the industry?" she says on
her way to a Peat Marwick volleyball event.

Interview no-nos
Experts tout the interview as the key to
winning the job. They suggest avoiding
Poor appearance and grooming.
Lack of courtesy and fnendliness.
Lack of preparation for the interview.
Lack of confidence, interest or enthusiasm
Evasive or dishonest replies.
Lack of eye contact
Maintaining a distant attitude
No examples of ambition
No sense of humor
Extremely long or abrupt answers
Improper grammar and use of slang
Source Goodrich and Sherwood Inc a human
resources consulting firm

But what students perceive during
interviews or their theories about how they
did or didn’t get the job may all be in vain.
More and more, job placement officials
admit that recruiters and the companies they
represent differ widely on their hiring
practices from field to field.
For electrical engineers willing to keep
their learning skills tuned, job prospects in
the valley may he bright.
At National Semiconductor, the
combination of good language and
communication abilities plus a solid
education are the two most important
qualities in an applicant, says Bob

iliggenhothani. senior technical recruiter.
The bonuses can be substantial for those
who have experience. "Experience is equal
’o or better than course work when combined
with a degree." he says. This is acquired
through summer jobs, cooperative education
fr internships which pay, and those
completed for credit.
Although some fields allow for contacts
and friends who may find a person a job.
Higgenbotham says the technicalities of
engineering prohibit that system. "Who you
know never makes up for what you don’t
know. Good knowledge and a set of contacts
are the best combination."
Finding that first job can he more difficult
in other fields. In some business and
administrative -oriented fields, an applicant
without experience or contacts could he
lighting a losing battle.
Such is the case at J.R. Parrish Inc.. a
valley commerical real estate brokerage
firm. "If a student right off campus was
looking for a job. his chances would be
about zero," says Scott Daugherty. the
company’s vice president.
Because brokers work on a COMM ission.
the company looks for a specific indiv idual
with an "exceptional amount of desfre and
drive." Most of the company’s current
brokers have sales backgrounds or business
experience in a variety of industries. says
Daugherty, a 1979 graduate of SJSU.
Commercial real estate brokers, unlike
accountants, aren’t required to develop
particular skills at school. Risk takers and
fledgling entrepreneurs are described as ideal
employee prospects.
To develop or enhance these traits
Daugherty looks at an applicant’s history as
an indicator. Those involved w ith clubs or
fraternities are noticed because of the
experience of dealing and communicating
with people. "Business is communication."
Daugherty explains. "The student w ho goes
to school at night and doesn’t get in+ olved is
really shortchanging himself."
Items known as "indicators of success"
reveal a lot about applicants to recruiters at
Coopers & Lybrand. A public accounting
firm, Coopers 81 Lybrand, recruits each year
at SJSU and recently named the school on its
top 50 list of key recruiting sites nationwide.
Resumes which cite a diverse selection of
activities show the individual can balance
more than one thing at a time and feel
comfortable in foreign environments. two
traits essential to public accounting.’ says
Bob Harper. the firm’s director of personnel
"Risk takers are more likely to make
something happen.’’ Harper says. "If
someone is successful in the past. the
likelihood in the future is much higher."
For occupations in the performing ans,

So, what if you got your degree
in English and can’t find a job?
By BRENT AINS WORTH. In Depth ’88
almost the antithesis of the Beave’s
les
neighborhood. Hunter’s Point. to some.
is even a notch below the Tenderloin
district in terms of social standing. It is an
economically depressed slice of San
Francisco.,gaining unwelcome recognition as
Crack Central and the home of police escorts
of vandalized city buses. Yet, in the guts of
this neighborhood, one that has grown used
to the shattering sound of incessant sirens,
another SJSU graduate earns his living.
. Driving through one (lithe city’s most
crime -ridden sectors. Paul Doughty makes
his evening rounds. Blond -haired and slight
of build,
Doughty
operates late at
night four or
five times a
week, cruising
the streets in a
plain -wrapper
.domestic car
he says is
dangerously
conspicuous
for his line of
work.
Occasionally
at stoplights.
he pauses to
aim his
flashlight at a
heap of
Paul Doughty,
clipboards and
former SJSU student
business form,
spread across
the
passenger’s
seat, scanning for license plate numbers
through his bloodshot eyes.
"It’s an ’86 Cavalier light blue." says
Doughty, who has already worked an 8 -to-5
shift and is approaching his 30-hour weekly
overtime limit. "She’s 60 days late. I’m
gonna nail her tonight."
A 3I -year-old woman has failed to make
her car payments the past two months.
Attempts to reach her at home and at work
by telephone have failed. She lives with her
mother in a pink duplex within shouting
distance of Candlestick Park. The mother
claims her daughter hasn’t been home and
isn’t sure where she’s living these days.
Doughty doesn’t buy the story and
continues stalking the streets. He finds the
Chevy parked three blocks away in the
driveway of a vacant house. He parks his
car. double-checks the serial number on the
suspected vehicle’s dashboard, then pulls out
a new set of keys cut just hours ago at
.company headquarters. Then he smoothly
’Climbs into the woman’s Cavalier and drives

’This job is not
my future.
What I like is
the money and
that it’s
adventurous
and kind of
daagerous.’

After SJSU: A Future in the
Valley? is a special report on
education, employment and quality-oflife issues by students in Journalism
160, Advanced Reporting. Parts One
and Two were published April 18 and
25 in the Daily.
Reporters: Brent Ainsworth, Terje
Arnesen. Elisha Arnone, Russell
Baggerly, Paula Ray Christiansen,
Judith Faught, Mark Foyer, Edwin
Garcia, Deborah G. Guadan, Len
Gutman, Scott G. Hamilton, Gene
Johnson Jr., Deborah J. Kaplan, Sue
Kiyabu, Mike McCarthy, Holly Olsen.
Karin Smail
Editor: Frank Michael Russell
Photographers: Julie Bennett.
Michael Burke, Kendra Luck,
Dan Sweeney

luck is rare when it comes to securing a job
SJSU graduate Patricia Mitchell, howe+ct
believes in luck.
With only a short time left to work on her
bachelor’s degree in music, she auditioned
for the San Jose Symphony and earned a
place in the orchestra.
Mitchell. an English horn and oboe
player. attributes her early success to
professional playing experience she attained
while in high school.
Traditional job -hunting techniques may
not benefit a musician as much as an
accountant. Some orchestras will examine an
applicant’s resume and "say yes or no."
Mitchell says. Whether her status as an SJSU
student helped is uncertain.
Nor is locality an issue. Proximity to a
musical organization doesn’t have much
impact because auditions are usually
conducted nationwide, she says
While some companies don’t expect
experience from a college student. music has
different demands. "Substituting tin an
orchestral gives you a lot ot experience and
that’s important:* Mitchell says.
So for some job hunters. experience is the
key’. For others the edge may come during
the interview. Whatever the field, learning
the tools of effective self-marketing can
change luck into knowledge.

Dan Sweeney In Depth 88

l’aul Doughty, SJSU English and
liberal studies alumnus, pays the
rent by repossessing cars often
working in the high -crime districts
of San Francisco. Doughty also
worked a two-year stint with the
Peace Corps. He vows he will be a
teacher someday hut says his job
as a "repo man" is exciting,
though often dangerous.

off. A few minutes later he will Pull into a
service station and call Victor for a tow.
"Got her," he says, smiling after Victor
drops him off back at his car. "Now if I can
swipe that Mitsubishi down on Potrero. I’ll
be in good shape."
D
Doughty graduated from SJSU in 1986
with a double major in English and liberal
studies. Hard -cover copies of the classics are
stacked on his mantel at home. He wants to
be a teacher. He says he’s just a "repo mini
on a temporary basis.
According to a Career Planning and
Placement survey of spring 1986 graduates.
Doughty and others who hold jobs unrelated
to their major field are in the minority. Of
those who answered a mail -out questionnaire
Nix months after obtaining their degrees. 86
percent said they were employed in an
occupation that was directly or somewhat
related to their majors.
Granted, his training in English literature
rarely aids him in his legal stealing of
automobiles. Eventually, he vows, he will
earn his teaching credential and find a job
instructing English at the elementary or
junior high school level.
For now, he is an account representative
for a major finance corporation, although it
doesn’t hurt his feelings if you address him
by the label made popular by the cult film
that starred Emilio Estevez.
Doughty brings home $2,300 a month.
Calculated to a yearly figure, that is roughly
$7,((X) more than the average first-year
schoolteacher makes.
Can there be more SJSU graduates like
Doughty, who, in order to pay bills, work
temporarily in fields that have nothing to do
with their formal education? If there are,
there aren’t many. Or so the consensus from
the graduates implies.
The study was compiled in the fall of 1986
as part of a California State University
systemwide project. More than 1,2(X) spring
graduates completed the biennial survey with
a 55 percent response rate. Among the
questions asked was "To what extent is your
lob related to your major field?" Some 86
percent checked the boxes marked either
"strongly related" or "somewhat related."
Doughty scoffs at that ratio, saying about
half are like himself, working temporarily
and earning a substantial paycheck in order
to lay a sturdy financial foundation. He has
promised he will become part of the majority
who work within their field of study.
"I definitely intend to teach," he insists,
"I’m just not sure when and where. This job
is not my future. What I like is the money
and that it’s adventurous and kind of
dangerous. But I’m not the kind that can
survive for the rest of his life bullying people
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.
into making their car payments.
"I know there’s other people out there
thinking the same way lam. You’re willing
to learn a temporary trade in order to set the
table for a future you really want."
Is this a new wave? Will stepping-stone
employment dominate in the 1990s?
Possibly. George Moore, chairman of
SJSU’s history department. says he can
understand why temporary jobs might he in
style. "Let me ask you this: What can one do
with a history degree? Not all graduates of
our department will go into teaching. When I

look at that figure (86 percent). I’d guess it’s
much lower for history majors."
Ironically, all the history graduates who
were employed at the time of the 1986
survey say their jobs were related to their
majors. All five of them.
Debbie Dulin, on the other hand, is
another 1986 graduate who feels that
percentage is off the mark. "That’s way too
high," says the former public relations
major who now works as an operations
manager at a sign company/interior design
firm. "I’d say it’s more like 60 percent

Dulin initially worked in a public relations
environment upon graduation, holding the
title of communications assistant tor the San
Jose Real Estate Board.
"It was a good job. and I was doing things
that I’d been taught how ludo at San Jose
,ttate.’ she says, ’’But the money was
awful."
Earning between 56 and 58.50 per hour
during a yearlong span. Dalin was stuck with
not only rent, car pay merits and the relentless
waterfall of monthly hills, but also with
paying off the loan that allowed her to obtain
her degree.
"It was frustrating because there I sat next
to a secretary who started at 524.1881," says
Dalin, whose current tasks include selling
floorplans of demonstration model
apartments to contractors. "Sure. eventually
you make more than that, hut you’ve got to
pay your dues. I mean. I’d just gotten done
paying all that money to go to college to
make that kind of pay? Sorry."
The university’s survey might he
misleading. admits Ken Simms, an
administrator in the student support unit of
the Department of Academic Affairs at the
CSU Chancellor’s Office in Long Beach.
"I can see how some people would say
that the Ones doing the best are going to have
a higher response rate for a mailing like
this." Simms says. "That’s a natural
predisposition. It could be that the people
pleased with the way things are going might
he the ones that are more readily apt to
respond. But this is the best data we have.
"We’re confident that the survey is as
accurate as we can make it."
I
I 1
I 1
Doughty’s good standing at the firm may
make him eligible for reimbursement for
future schooling costs. "It looks like the
company will pay me to go hack to school
and earn my credential. he says. "That
would he a big help. But then I’d have to
make a commitment to working there after
that, which prolongs the whole thing even
further. This is why I keep saying
’eventually.’ "
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In Depth ’88 After SJSU: A Future in the Valley?
For your first job, you have to
work somewhere, and most of
the opportunity is in defense.’
Manuel Javier,
senior in mechanical engineering

Local defense companies
offer technical graduates
employment possibilities
the U.S. Ikpanment of Defense,
with more than S4 billion coming
into the county each year.
For some SJSU students, like
engineering and science
For
students vv ho vv ant to work in
Brian Kunic, a senior in mechanical
engineering. the likelihood of
the Silicon Valley . the odds of
working in defense is not a concern.
landing a defense -related job are
"I think I ockheed is a good
fairly. high.
"There is .1 one in three chance of company to work for,’’ he said.
But others. like Manuel Javier,
people w iih te,huical skills looking
also a seas ’r in meehanical
lOr vvoik in I he Silicon Valley ’a ill
tholects.’’ said
engineering. %sant to avoid working
end up in 1111111;
tor the military.
Slichael Clossen. direct,’’ III the
Conversion.
"For your first job. you have to
Center tor 1-conomic
Clossen studies di:tense-related
work sorties% here, and most of the
oppiounity is in defense. III go the
husinesses in SM. on Valley and
conventional route of building just
adv Ise. them ll Oh % :i 10 add
missiles. I’ll he compromising
llslilller products to their product
Javier said. "But I can’t
lines and reduce their dependence on my sell
nil I nary. contract,.
see my sell ruling out the possibility.
ham’s hy pocritical. I know. but
Sauna Clara Vii k’ ’s largest
employer of technical students is
as an engineer. it’s hard to get
Sunny sue- based Lockheed Missiles around ii"
Clossen sees this situation as
& Space Co., ulna also receives
distiessing. "It’s a waste of a
the largest chunk ot defense
,
iotiril
% aluahle natural resource." he said.
contracts in the
"I.00kheed offers great
’I see these people as highly. skilled.
technological challenges and a lot of well -trained technical professionals
lobs that are at the cutting edge of
who are an important resource.’’
technology. There is a huge amount
But Clossen also believes that
of opportunity for young people.
despite the opportunity in defense said Mary Rogers. an engineer who
related fields, those who consciously
works on the company’s flight test
want to avoid working in defense
program tor Trident II missiles
can do so.
Throughout the % :II ley . more than
Dan Bloomberg. who works for
7IN) companie, hase contr.’, N , oh
et, o Corp at its Palo Alto
By 1.1.ISHA Al.
In Mph ’88

Research Center, made his decision
while studying physics at University
of California at Berkeley. "I decided
15 years ago I didn’t want to work
for the military," he said. "You
may be building weapons for your
country. but they are distributed
everywhere."
Two Silicon Valley entrepreneurs
believe there is more opportunity for
talented technical people outside of
the military sector. Glen E.
Coffman. who worked several years
designing weapons systems for the
government, now designs toys and
just recently started Intellitoy Inc.
"I just reached a point where I got
tired trying to figure out ways to kill
people,’’ Coffman said. "You spout
your career building things that you
hope will never be used, and it’s
important that we build weapons.
that we have a good arsenal, but you
get burned out. You want to do
something you can take home and
show your kids."
Another valley entrepreneur.
Peter Olsen. also began his career in
the military and then found the
consumer market to be much more
lucrative. His company. Octel
Communications, sells voice
message machines which allow a
person to edit his message while
speaking.
Olsen started his work in the
military, designing the first
computer ever to fly in the P3 Orion
anti-submarine planes. Now he says
that he wouldn’t work for defense.
"I don’t think you get the
opportunity that you dii in other
companies. By and large. defense
companies are not aggressive.
"Bright people don’t stay in
government jobs, because they do
not get rewarded." he said. "And
for me that’s a big detriment."
Neil MacKenzie, whim attended
SJSU in the late ’70s, now works in
a small company which develops
video games, Meyer-Gillmann
Industries. MacKenzie decided
against working in defense because
he disliked the corporate structure.
Unlike Coffman and Olsen, he is not
making a lot of money. but is happy
with the freedom available Iii hint in
a small company. "I have a lot of
opportunity to try new things-.

"Stress is merely a matter
of perception. It can be good
or bad.’
-- Laird Hammon,
health educator

Companies help workers
combat stress and tension
through on-site programs
By JUDITH FAUGHT, In Depth ’8.s
Into every life a little stress must
fall, but in Santa Clara Valley
residents get more than just a
little stress. The fast pace and
pressure to "have it all" make the
area one of the most tense places to
live in the country, local experts say.
But how a person reacts to
anxiety -filled situations can
determine his physical and mental
well-being.
"Stress is an internal reaction,"
says Jill Ammon -Wexler, a licensed
clinical hypnotherapist who
specializes in helping people with
job stress.
"It is not what is happening to the
world, hut what is happening to
you.’’ she says. "It’s important
people realize that because you can
change yourself. hut you can’t
change the world."
Everyone is going to have stress in
their lives to some extent, but not all
of it will he bad stress. Good stress
falling in love, competing in a
marathon, trying to create a new idea
revitalizes our bodies and makes
us feel alive. If we don’t have
enough stress in our lives, we
become listless and unmotivated.
says Ammon -Wexler.
Bad stress, however. often causes
physical rather than mental pain.

’People are worrying
about whether they
should buy a BMW
or put a down
payment on a
house,’
Laird Hammon
This stress is an overload of anxiety
or the improper release of pent-up
tensions. Either way it spells trouble
for the body. Often migraine
headaches, stiff muscles and
gastrointestinal pains occur.
Younger people, those just
starting careers and families, are the
most susceptible to stress overload,
says Laird Hammon, health educator
at Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. in
Sunnyvale.
"This is a fast-paced society.
Everybody is trying to get ahead,"
Hammon says. "People are
worrying about whether they should
buy a BMW or put a down payment
on a house. Then they figure out that
they can’t financially have kids this
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Condor chick still doing fine in San Diego
SAN DIEGO AI)) The first
(’.1111111 11,1 condor horn to captive
parents l ,Iiivv oing about 30 minced
and slimly gaining
mice ;I Li
vv
say keepers ssho are watching the bald. fluffy chick for infection
-So tar so good." Martha Baker.
spokeswoman for the San Diego
1111
\ nimal Park. said Sunday..
.We’re not through the most critical

period, which is 72 hour’..
The chick. named Molloko, an Indian word condor, was hatched with
human help Friday . boosting the endangered species’ numbers to 28.
It ate 28 mice Saturday and 30
more hy Sunday afternoon. Ms.
Baker said.
"The appetite of the bird is very
good.- said Baker. adding that the
chick had regained its birth rate of

hI ounces. A, adults, the birds have operating correctly, she said
a wingspan up to I feet.
Mt illoko hatched frornan egg laid
The chick had very bright eyes by the only pair of California coil
and its bodily functions seemed to he (1;%rs known to he actively breeding

Roses For Mom

Double your chances of getting that job in
advertising by getting practical experience with
the SPARTAN DAILY.

Don’t Forget Mother’s Day May 8th!

I SAVE A BUCK

Say I Love You this Mother’s Day with one dozen beautiful
tong sum rams individually packed in a sfsinunering gold bac

SANDWICHES
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
PASTRAMI

5: tl

tuctexts $5.00 Off 914th This Ail I

Order Today!

The Spartan Daily needs managers and staff for
the Fall Semester. Real go -for -it types are
needed to fill all positions. Call Jack Quinton at
924-3269.

TIM ROSE 3104.N
WhoLesaCe floral ihstributors

2 9 5 -2 97 5
I

=II

GOLD RING SALE

Join the Pacific Century at
Dominican College

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

ATTSNTION: GRADS
(or soon to be!),
Worthington Chevrolet/Yugo
of Cupertino
Invites You
to enjoy the rewards
of a higher education!

1

’REBATES UP TO $1600.
( no

credit experience required!
(A.,k1

I

Ave on the gold nng of your

rloice

Call Dale Stalie. Fleet Manager
for details on the GM
YUGO
maw
YUGO
"Honor Plans"
YUGO

Tc2
jNcir -Rku
I 174. 1./
k.

(408) 253-4000

c.,.11.42t.1 2-6 i. iOnin-6Finixposa Rewred$20_____

Fit 51101 11

"Practical advertising experience from the
Spartan Daily looks great on a resumel

Delivery Service Available

SC() FT’S ICE CREAM AND CAFE
I84 E. San Carlos
993-0370

I= =I

"The Spartan Daily is a great place to
explore options in retail, national, co-op
advertising sales, and marketing, art, and
production.

ONLY $29.95

ROAST BEEF
HAM
GIANT HOT DOGS

Expires May 18, 1988

DID YOU KNOW THAT

(47

$1.00 OFF ANY OF OUR DELICIOUS 1/4 LB.

year.’
Add those financial worries to the
pressures of trying to climb up the
corporate ladder, maintain a
relationship, enjoy a social life, and
stay happy, and you have a valley
resident who is frazzled and finds it
difficult to cope with life.
Some local companies realize they
need to help their employees ease the
daily strain through stress
management programs and
recreational activities. They
recognize that happy, well -adjusted
employees are more productive than
stressed ones.
Lockheed offers its employees a
stress management course that
teaches them how to control their
tensions and frustrations.
"Stress is merely a matter of
perception." says Hammond. "It
can he good or bad."
Stress seen as a threat is dealt with
negatively, he says. We put up
defenses and remain on guard. Stress
recognized as a challenge is thought
of positively. We find it exciting and
fun.
"A lot of stress comes from
feeling alone," he says. "When we
find out others have similar
problems it makes us feel like we
aren’t so unique. and it builds up a
group cohesiveness which makes
people feel stronger."
In addition to stress seminars.
Lockheed also gives its employees
an opportunity to participate in a
variety of recreational activities. The
firm has its own volleyball.
basketball and softball leagues. Ski
trips are also offered.
Rolm Corp. of Santa Clara also
encourages its work force to be
physically active with its S1.2
million recreation facility located on
site.
The facility boasts a full
gymnasium. a Nautilus weight
mom, stationary bicycles and
racquetball courts. Outside is a 25 yard lap pool. an exercise pool, a
Jacuzzi, a sand %olleyball court,
tennis courts, horseshoe pits and a
par course.
"The recreation center is a morale
builder, outlet to socialize, and
stress release," says Shari Irish
Pedroncelli. Rolm recreation
program coordinator.

Place

SPUITIA

-,rf bnaksiore

Participate in an innovative Graduate Program in
Pacific Basin Studies including:
career options in marketing, management,
economic and political assessment, and crosscultural communication.
P. paid overseas internships.
0. small, personalized program with a 5 to 1
student/faculty ratio.
P. Executive-in-Residence Program which
_.
includes American as well as Asian participants
IPP. integrated curriculum focusing on international
economics and relations in the Pacific Basin.
P. geographical emphasis on Japan, ASEAN,
and North Asia.
IP. fellowship support available.
Apply now for Fall classes.
Part-time and special students welcome.
For more information contact:
Dr. Francoise Lepage, Director,
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN PACIFIC BASIN sruDIES.

DOMINICAN COLLEGE
1520 Grand Avenue San Rafael, California 94901
(415) 485-328
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SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication! is noon.

Hispanic professionals in the work
force. 2:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden
Room. Call 924-6033.

General Union of Palestine Students: Commemoration of the 12th
Anniversity of the Land Day of Palestine. 7:30 p.m. S.U. Umunhum
Room. Call 995-5798.
Career Planning and Placement:
Speakers: Hispanic professionals
discuss strategies for succeeding in
the world of work. 2:30 p.m. S.0
Almaden Room Call 924-6033.
Chicana -Mance: Cinco de Mayo
El Salvador speaker and film. 1-3
p.m.. S.U. Council Chambers. Call
924-2516 for information.

Public Relations Department: Annual PR Advisory Day. Program at
1:45 p.m. in Spartan Chapel. Reception at 3:30 p.m. at University Club
(Eighth and San Carlos streets). Call
720-9736 for information.

TODAY
Social Dance Club: Dance practice.
6-8 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
Call 279-968() for information.
Career Planning and Placement:

A.S. Program Board and KSJS:
Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys. 8
p.m. S.U. Loma Prieta Room. Call
924-6260 or 924-4621.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mimi Japanese Rest

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE" We
have plans with quality coverapi
at affordtble prices Call Mark Ellice Washington National In.,

ante 1408) 943-9190 for
ration quote

no MIT

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll !IOW’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information

and brochure see A S
call (4011) 371411m

office or

SUMMER MUSIC. Jac: Improv, coo
cell band, rock n roll. chorus
San Jo. City College, 2886785
or 28163717

Exp

in

Japanese Rest preferred Call
Mac at 998-9711 for application
DRIVERS

THIS IS THE perfect summer job" We have day 8 evening
positions available 11 you know
your way around the Valley then
this is the job for you All you
need is your own car 8 insurance
The hours are good but the pay It
bonuses are even better We also
have openIngs tor Saturdays Call
288-6E134 for an interview.

EXCELLENT CASH MONEY

Assemble Product. et Harm Jewelry.
Toys, Electronics, More! FT It PT
Available,

1-5116459-3535,
5404 24900

eat

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
trot’s OK Wear,
church com
mon., that values the individual
search for one own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers cr.tive services.

$$$$FOODSERVERS. COOKS. HOSTESS. CASHIERS, and busboys

stimulating discussion, oppor
It/nines for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at 11 000, call 292-3858

2831 Meridian Are. or call 2657130 tor appointment

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44
through the US government"

Merle
Callender’s
is
always
looking for new. enthusiastic
workers to loin our team Apply el

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
LAS" Intl busonesses and investors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge ot economic

Get the facts today’ Cell 1-316
742-1142. est 8115

business, scientific. ant
political conditions in home coon.
try for consulting assistance For

MERCEDES BENZ ’67 Model 230 4 dr,
sunroof Greet condi...529.500
Must sell. call 286-0507

info, send resume to BCS
700 St Wry. P1, Suite 1400 San
Antonio, Is. 78205 or call (800)
6284828, Eel 856

80 SUZUKI 650 Shaft %Int paint ch
form Comes w 1 4 sport ?Ming.
leather begs. complete fresh tuna.
new plots., $850 Call 277-8716
PC-COM

PC-COM PC-COMitt. IBM AT XT competibles and scam

tortes

Local.1 at 2515 S

Road Call 2381038
off for SJSU with ID

King

Special P.

uration. assistance

From $546.
new & guarant.d Contact Pat at
2584598

FOR SALE
BOOKS -TEXTS-MANUALS In English.
Chinese Russian." Boxes of
new nesrnew and used books
Arch

& structures, design and
construction Power equipment
design and operation mechanical
engineering teat. Rower Design
Engineering review manuals -OM
and el.trical English tutorial for
non-English Tapes English-Russten Dictionary Chinese arch and
design books Math and computer
texts Mosby-Med nursing dic
tionary Mewl Sell as lot $150
41200 volui.) of by each Wednesday Friday only call 269-3117
TWIN BED w mattress set, foot board.
heedbord. $250. futon $25. S pc
mirror
dinette sell 575. dresser
$200 Call Dawn at 97 t -2663
MATTRESS SETS’ NEW. TWIN $85
full $95. queen $145 king PM for
both pieces Frames avail
View, (415)968-1346

Mtn

political conditions in horn. caultry tor consulting assistance For
into, send resume to EICS Intl

a unique bookstore. spa...Ina
in books on history, current
events. labor. Black Americans.
Chicanos
Asien-Americans.
Written

Suite 1400 San
Antonio, Is, 78205 or call 18001
6465254

by

Blacks Chicanos Asians. labor
activists. Maoists We also have
in English Soviet texts In the social sciences You wont find our
posters and records In
other stores in Op valley in odd,
tion we have fiction and chit.
dr. books Located at 950 S
First St . San Jose (3 blks south of

books

200) Call 294-2930 for hours
121 255 VESO 16 TIRES GDYR gab*
lb new $350 cash only err 5
bra new Ms 84-88 vette 050. 793.
6009

HELP WANTED

professional

Very high commis-

sions Cell 9644235

P TIME

SENIOR
SERVICE REP

CUSTOM

i New accounts)
SAN JOSE
This position covers Our 11 15 AM
through 5 30 PM Monday through
Friday schedule and requires
year new accounts or banking so,
per-lents and escellent customer
service skills We otter $900 per
hour plus cornmiesion, INCEN
TIVE BONUS and WEEKENDS
OFF" Please call Rhim Britten
or Kathy Dowride from 10 30 to
2 30 PM. el 2960587 FOE -SAN
FRANCISCO FEDERAL SAVINGS
LOAN ASSOCIATION
BEAUTIFUL LAKE TAHOE’ Looking
lor fun summer lob" Beg JUNE
thru LABOR DAY Part Full time
Cashiers & stockers POO TA.
HOMA MKT W.1 Shore More
(918)5267411 (408)295info
9238

strangers" Team lb.. .kills and
earn $ at the same time Call 1
5PM daily el 9261179
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest Insurance company We
need reliable stable people inter.
maid in owning their own business We provkle miles S man&wants.
&gement training
income when qualified Call David
Zacher or Dick Adams at 371
4863
ENTRY CI FRICAT STUDENT
ASS-MTS., temporary summer

DATA

lob.
30.441

7 11 a 19 aa
hr. wk.

SS 05-05 50 hr
MondeyFrIday

ApplIcalkom
IS OCiern,S 00pm)
available in Student Activities 1
Services Office. CAT Bldg Phone
924-5950 Apply by 5 13 88

TEACHER ASST 30 hr wk Work w
children with developmental & behavioral problems
Community
LIM training greet mp for special
ea psych & ot students Opptys
for promotion Call 3746050
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL, E &ended
My 124 PM daily Must hove ECE
units, good my benefits
Call
TOOAY 723-9360
TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Part time $200 WK POSSI
BLE, DAILY CASH Walking distance trom campus Afternoon 8
evening &Ms available Good
voice A personality Call Jerry at
998-4526

Room are now accepting applications Work Study only Contact
the Student Union Directs s 01
tic*
THE STUDENT UNION is now accepting applications for data entry
accounting positton Workstudy
is required Summer hours also
available Apply el the Director s
Office
TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn est,.
$5 as Inventory counters kl pull.
ers. or stock clerks on short tern,
assignments ROWE Cell u al
Tailored Inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday

Isaac Newt

TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed for residential fecal -

cations II information 374-6224

942-2470
Lifeguards 8 Swim instructors Summer lobs -full lime & part time Almaden Oaks
Call
$6-07 50 hr
Gretchen Crowley at 266-6658
WAITRESS NEEDED or LUNCH It
2PM. Nobu Japanese Restrnt
4th Jackson Call 287.5944
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately $5-40 hr
Northern California Nannies. (4151
9494933.
PART-T1ME. FULL TIME JOBS avail.
able. Never fee Call BEST Temporary Services. 964.1340 for deTypsts,

receptionists.

secretaries.
laborers.
RI

clerks
PHOTO
hr wk

ternoons. wveltends. 8 overnight
shifts $6-S7 25 hr Call for app.

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for automat.
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift. grsveyerd 11 weekend h111
(F S S.MI 9AM 10 130 PIM) Fhy
ice. electronic or mechanical
orientation and U S citizen remfr. Call 415-493-1800 all
445
WANTED-STUDENT
PHOTOGRAPHER

FREELANCE
Earn
while

TECH CLERK
20-30
1 -Hour Photo Depot in

Campbell Photo processing exp
pret 04-56 hr Flex It. Free processing Call 37143664 or 35/6101 Mows It week ends)
PLAY DURING THE DAY’ Work on the
evening’ A job that involves communicating

son
WE RE BUSY AND WE’d like to keep
you busy too. We need your ex
cellent phone sklis typing skills
Of 55 *pm
and Macintosh word
Processing" lot the thestre to
Wan) Adis offers the bast benefits higher pay cash bonuses
paid holidays and more Call us
9417100
M.
View
EOE NO FEE

PHOTOTO L AB TECH
FT dependable basic math
Good communkstit. skills
Photo mp plus not required
Contact Mark at 298-2255

HOUSING
1595 me Call 2246939 2864840
Licensed agent

local Mores Well work around
school schedules but must have?
mornings week opening &yell.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS I bedroom 1
Oath . oft street parting $475 Cal

students

$1550-flat

224.3939 286-8840

SALES EARN A BIG INCOME FT PT
Wailer purification Punkt. Call
993-3731

lIcensed

*W.

SJSU on E San Fernando very
commodius "xi full bairraorrni
kitchen etc Call 866-0646 at.
ev.

MALE STUDENTS. Chrlstan

Horne
Large clean sleeping ons, klIch
priv. 2 bike frrn campus Avail
now 6300 me doubt.. $250 rno
sing.. 617 S 5th Sr San Jose

RENT TO OWN

SALES PT FT financial services

Ex.

cello* opportunity Send resume
Iv PO Box 53347, S J 95153
SCHOOL IS almost out and summer is
almost Mrs Now is the time to
lind the perfect summer lob
You re

gonna need money to
reach the beech. & es ore your
source If you can talk we have
position for you We offer great
pay. very flexible FT PT schedules

good bonuses and an energetic working environment Tot.
get al, of your past telemarketing
program
mperiences We have

For Sale-2 Berm 2
bth do...Pewit/a moblehorne 5
Star Perk All appliances pool 0 cut& Story Road & McLaughlin
$39 500 Relocating
today. 2947390

Please call

3 130RM 2 BTH 2 BD 21.TH APT
N oel 61-88 2 blk I’m SJSU 50.
oft this summer Call 286-2330

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC."
UP.
WANTED HAIR rMOValti forever
Confidential
335 5 Ilaywood
Ave. San Jose. call 247-7488 for
eppoIntrnent

process servers We will train
Apply In person Mon -Fri SAM.
4PM 260 Meridian An., S J .2865880
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts Rpm
$5-$6 hr to start Full tomtits. no
experlence needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY 3212 Scott
Mod between Okott & San Tomas Sento Clara Coll 7274793
SH1PP.NG RECEIVING CLERK open Mg et Varian Image Tube 131violon
Km
Requires 2 yrs eperleoce
stoma,

ship roc or mob plus
ability to lift 50 tbs, fork lift ceralland California driver’s II-

tele

mnse Must be US OM. Call
415-493.1800. 1 445
SUMMER IS UPON US, Earns for your
summer tun Build your r.um et

DON’T
KNOW
ANY TH/Ar6
AT

SENSE

AU /

appointmant,
1020

phone

(415)

Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman

Dumbar Pig

possible Easy method sleda you
earning quickly For informative

ER ...WHY a-PERHAPS FATE
DO YOU 41 HAS iNTERTWINED BOTH I-15’D HAVE RIMINETTE,1
THINK
YOUR LIVES. MAYBE TD al. AN
YCL MIGHT,
( I
C ATHERINE YOU’RE THE ANSW ER ,r(IDTIHCTxr? il BE RIGHT_,"
REMEMBER LIKES ME? TO HER DREAMS.
TO BELIEVE ,----7.,-- --1
ci;
EA1-1

842-

LAST

’ TIME

LE PATCH’ LEADS WAY w appetite
control-no bottles. pills, shots or,
Wear ’ Le Petah- anywhere on
you safely, FDA -OK
SALM..
sought F PT Victor Lewis New
SCRIM*" consultant at 270-3774

MATH-PHONE

Moth
problems
W hat tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call
(415) 796-4497

NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or to ton
soildate
high
interest
credit
cards" Let Washington Square
Federal Credit Union help voth an
unsecured loan al 1395’. Sc.

Skibblefritz

cured loans and cds also avail.
able Call 947-7273 or drop by the
office at 8th & San Salvador

Michael Sherman
41 WIU 1HEY
WIEN 14’1 FlF40
att
&NEP

1

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Lel me
capture your wedding memories
with quality photos for less" Bud-

yinitFiZrr2 t’f4S

get end cleiulte peckages from

1AKEN

$299 You keep the negatives Call

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
-JS
Desiree Mtchel formerly of 5
You ve got the party oaf. got
Ike music. Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call De..
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922.7359
WRITING

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Acaderntc thesis
assistance
Ghostwrling All sublects Oyer
Med renters Resumes Re *to
ing Catalog Berkeley 1416 6.-

Laugh Lines

Wanda Folk

5036
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional high &Wily
budget price tree information
Call 371-7887 ask for SJSU dis-

YOUR

MV rosr- siiistieseerei, resr
ROTA -Li- ’uNeAT,siecroRN
sai taw I’m Penc1ic#46

(WHAT ARE YOU
UT’
SAMNA
_

SITTING ON SKIP .700
IT’S MOT SuCH A 940 LIFE
pot.1140RES

count

pp

TYPING
fession& typist. At 90 words a
minute I can make all your papers
look and BE their best in no time

(vOti SHouLD RI co %Non, ett.D’P
508 ee I80I,Pf PriCe OtIS LIPROC
;MN THAT’S PCN A "0"-IrS ’le- AN UPSIDE- LOW&
LCORs ME Thu 6ER Thr
wHoreer sCCRIE IN TIE CLR45
1174.Fbit A 57A661 PeRwial,
YOU suee Ate sit/Mg

!,6
344

gashing you ESBUTTERFLIES’

SQUEAKY

-

at sit’ Wry rates Student dis
Avail
delivery
PU 6
count
toknds and evenings Call LAnds
280-5161
AAAACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT

ACKNOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY
EDGEABLE on typing dull tOpil
Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks

Classified

$1 50 per page double spec.
Avslable seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All wont guar

DENT DISCOUNT

17 years ma&
nonce Call Chrystel at 9234146

onto. Thanks

APA FORMAT term paper thesis wet
coined 10 years typing word pro.
crossing experience Letter quality
printing Very compel.. mtes
discount won
Students receive
ID Access Data281-4982 ask or

5025 225.9009
ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE

ACCOM-

Tyre.

PLISHED Typist Specialising in
all ...mit typing including
APA format term papers theses

TYPING SERVICE

Reasonable
rates free disk storage, tree pick
up & delivery Call 2704936

& [Met letters i look
resume
forward to servong your typing
8 30

m

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush.
Reserve now for your term pa-

Hrly rates
Jane 251

5 00 p rn

pers. group protects theses etc
Professional word processing
lee disk storage Ouich return all

5942
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT letter quail),
accuracy guaranteed

work guaranteed Cassette Iran
striation
mailable
AM...
Brenham area 7 days week Call

Academic

typing our specially Fr. com.
Mg disk storage
Reasonable

264-4504

We re fast dependsbie grammar wise college grads So call us
with papers reports theses les-

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR. Take ed.
vantege of our espent. Top sec
ratan& service or all your WORD
processing needs Graphics let.

pecially acNnca)rac al 251-0449
TYPING WORD PROCE
speRESSING Thesis work

ACADEMIC

reports re
manuscripts
some. term papers theses We
also provide disk storms editing
grimmer and spell checking
Mrs,

cialty Experience counts’ Group
papers welcome Standard & miFree
crocassette transcription

or printing
PS Laser printing
from your disk Special discount

disk storage and generous STU

or faculty end students Call
firmly.
s WORDWORKS at 1408,
253 -WORD or 253-WORK

247 2601 (Santa Oars) STUDENT
FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
GOOD

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis spectalisla Also term pa pars menuscropts scr.nplays
...nes repetitive letters Iran.
Free SPELCHEK copy
edit disc storage Quick turn
around Sent. Clara Call 246
striation

TYPIST.’

Reasonable

rates

Call Eva at 2516285 or 272-5033
Will ptck-up and sharer
LSERJET OUTPUT Years of mperi.
roce serving SJSU tacuity and
students

All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and
word Cell PJ al 923-2309

5825
EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers $1 75 p dbl sp and

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance editing, typIng

proofed

01 reports. theses etc
Laser
printer Affordable accurate 06

Instructor

pend.ble Only 12 minutes from
campus Pickup avellabb Sally at

Small business tette,s
mailing list., flyers newsletters
protects

welcome

Quality guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call J.Call 274

251-4465
PROFESSIONAL

3684 (leave ...gel

CESSING’.
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
acadentiC. business legal word
processing needs Term papers
reports

resumes

letters

work gusranlied For that professional quick 8 dependable worry.
free aatIVICIt at .19 best with AF
FORDABLE RATES call PAM at

WORD
PRO12 veers secretarial

experlence No job too large o
small
Rate
Student
Ma
S12 50 hr Reg $18 00hr Hours

group

propcls manuals theses etc All
academic formats A APA Eree
disk storage SPELCHEK punt
*ration grammar assistance All

r-

030-5 PM letterman hours by
appointment) Call Anna el 972
4992
RESUMES TYPING WOWING Bay
tire. s 1 sonnet. 40 years sopa
Cereer
Consultations
rience
Sommers All lob areas Carper

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE."’ Professional typing A business serf.
Ices Fast reasonable, A near the
university Cell 792-4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL", We lake
your &oft sot
type you parry &
get down Laser output It spell
proofed Call Dinar Pubs at 146
3941 977-7999 beeper
TYPING"
Call

REASONABLE
PATTI

at

Two
One
Day
Days
3 ’nes $3 55 $4 35
4 I ineS
$4 35
$5 15
5 1 trseS
$5 15 $600
6) nes $595 $630
ach Additional One Add $

TYPING

Term moms theses Resumes and rush pbs are my specialties Turn your handwritten
draft into polished wont Biblo
graph.. footnotes snap on my
word processor Spectal student
rotes

Phone

292.0693

REPORTS

letters resumes menu...pt. legal
Edling available Have two Oa
gross Reasonable mtes Call 5761329

WOAD

PROCESSING
CAMBRIAN
AREA" 15 yrs experience Cheep
and fast’ $1 25 per page double
El 7S per PMge single
Mimd
space Cell 679-9254

Center 243-4070

1111111111111111111111111111111

$4 75

Four
Days
$500

Five
Days
$5 20

$5 55

$581.1

$600

$6 35

5661,1
$740

Ea,
$

Three
Days

$7 15
BO

BO

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$105
$120
$1 15

Semester Rates (All Issues)

May 3rd through 0th

10-14 Lines $63 00
5 9 Lines $4600
15 Plus 1 Ines $80 00
Phone: 921-3277

God Bless you all J J ADAMS,
51A 5 9th St
San Jose Cs
95112

1111111111111111111111111111’1
111111111111111_11111_1111111
111111111111111111111_111111_1_1_L

Phone _

Address

&

Zip _

State

E nc losed is

Lines

S

SERVICES

244-ISO?.rtension 401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop *having waving
tweeting or using chomicol deplli
tones Let on permanently re-

(leave

message I
WORDPROCESSING

Print Name

PLEASE HELP ME Im dlsbled stodent heving financial problems

FREE treatment as
part or research project If you
have had low Pack min for more
then 6 months and re 20-55
years old, pm. call Palmer Col.
loge of ChlroprectkWest et 1408)

246-5633

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates

JOSTENS RING DAYS last chance lo
save 520 140 $60 on clem ring
See Dare at Spartan Bookstore-

BACKACHE’’,

RATES"

14061

Santa Clara area

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hne)

Minimum three lines on one day

SELF-CONFIDENCE support group Thursday evenings,
tensed therapist 255-721i

make the WHEELCHAIR OLYM
P1CS pass B C for immediate

SERVERS" FT PT security offl
cars- all shifts FT PT evening

you

NO

Call 296-0931"

BUILDING

DRACULA" HERE
KIMOS
and

OFFICERS PROCESS

ARE
Filer
71-1(.14

ANY
Seta/

elAT
YOU
DON’T
MAKE

HAIR

LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My
assistance makes steady income

PERSONALS

that everyone empathizes with
Come loin us and make some
good money while helping to

SECURITY

MAYEE
YOU

removal. the only permanent
method Ask about IM special
discount for Spring Complimentary consulatIon by appointment

need this semester

FOR RENT FRATERNITY or SOROR.
ITV Bldg located .ross from

ternoon

rooms board 3rd year college
Deadline May
1 yr sparience

powr
MAKE

;1--)

wtth computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my specs.
Call Pam at (4081 226
ally

RED EYE is looking for assistant man pars toll time & pan time in our

school

coratK.

CcoFtEx

A At SECRETARY

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH"
Carport web to campus no pets

ASSISTANT -Upward
Bound Program June 20-August
4 24 hr residential program SJSU
dorms
Supervise 1812 Mph

STUPID

VIDOR COMPEIX
ISN’T STUPID,
Y01) HAVE
A STIJP(f)

IT IS NOTI
I. DON’T
KNOW
ANYTHINef

AAAAAAHIC YOU FINALLY FOUND 6
an mprifienced, eflordeble pro-

SJSU wefts for you Earn $5510 hr Call now for interview at
9261121

interested

AT AU

Gwen Chelgren RE
My Care
559-3500 1645 S Bascom orC
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

Flex .hed
Wei necessary Call the !nattier at
436-4900 II ask tor David F Su

with the alumni of

ability
nonsmokers
call .1 446.5636

sioU
4AvE
A

gaining experience

(415)

LAB

ID -JKNOW
ArtqlliiNG

Sheila Neal

Cher* al 2744099

ence Deadline 5 15 WLC219 9242587
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal A year round
positions ayellable now Salary
Lleguards. $5.50-$8 40 tif Pool
managers
CaO
57 00-58 60 hr

1SfVmovse sw,w5
-9

uhy Call before May 31 1908 and
gel your first appt al 1 2 prtce
Unwanted Hair Disappears With

Protessoonal

v fifer dvs r

Ctr OUT or

MEP

move your unwanted flair lchin
PRIM, tummy moustache etc)
IPv discount to students and Mc-

ELECTROLYSIS’

WHY POW r ray
tio ro WEEEK 7
SOMErre4/6 4,10ff
1464191NG9I. MAN
a/37’ REPROPVCRW,

Cif4RIE5
/MA2 LX

or P 0 BOX 9,5 J ,C 95013-0009
THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER and Music Listening

billies FT PT positions rotatable
early weekday mornings
af-

consideration callus at 288-6838

CAN YOU COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY" Am you obi, to beet your
very best when smelting to

pays $5410 per hour Sign up tor
different shifts every week Close
to campus must enjoy people’
Coll 924-1129 M-Th

Hour residential program SJSU
dorms Supervise 10 staff 4 75
high school students 01800-flat
room
board BA 1 yr exper)-

15th. WLC219- call 924-2567

BANKING

SUMMER" PLAY DURING the day 11
work evenings Flexible job Mot

ties tor adolescents and young
adults with autism S related dis.-

RESIDENTIAL
OR BUSINESS MAJORS needed to pursue adventsing accounts No experience is
necessary but you must be very

ADVERTISING

same time We work Sun.
Thurs evenings 6 306 30 and
Set afternoon 2 005 00 3 shift
min C.11924-1129

COUNSELOR -UPWARD
BOUND Program 6 204 4 68 24

HEAD

tells

’HE BREADS ROSES BOOKSHOP is

Marxism

tors seek foreign nationals relth
first hand knowledge of economic business, scientific and

700 St Marys Pb

IBM XT COMPATIBLES include fr00
horns installelion system config-

women.

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS!’ Intl businesses and Inv..-

the

WOK AT >a4P561.f WPM’
INC(XTTIREP filW POR10/6,
4VP W LIVE
Off Of
OPE/f5

PUT THAT DOWN ’
7214T’i NOT YOUR
MUFFIN ’

Classified
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS PT in

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

SpartaGuide

Circle a Classification.
Help Wanted
Announcements
Automotive
Housing
Computers
ost and Found
For Sale
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

SENO OIECX. MOW OMR
OA CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State Univetarty
San Jose, C Worm& 95192

arW1110

,MIMM11.1

1

OmMed INee leveed Meal OWNS
Desdlon Two days p.m to thibe113"111"
Consecutive publication dates Only
No refunds on conceited ads

Days

Tuesday, May 3, 1988/Spartan

Rumor

coach has been brought before the
board, but no one sport in particular has been singled out.

From page /
"I believe there will he some kind
of announcement because the
hoard is ifleeting tomorrow. We’ll
have a statement at the Bruce Jenner press conference on Wednesday. Whatever happens. happens,
but we have been hurt with recruiting and our competition potential
for next year."
According it, Ht.ftiriari. each

"When I went before the board
they asked me questions and I explained our program." Clark said.
’I never thought I had to justify
my program. Even with our ups
and downs we have had pretty
good seasons.’’
Various programs have used
their own methods to get the inevitable publicized and use the power
of the press.

Child
rap I
well.
Sigma Nu often goes to the elementary school and plays basketball with the kids Many of the
brothers share special relationships
vs oh the youngters.
Whcre’s in
buddy Bubba?’’
asked Sieve Bennett. also known as
Foghorn Leghorn. every time he got
separated from his es -year-old friend.
Most tti the brothers carried at
least one child piggy -back style most
of the aftemoon.
1 tole sister knel Lalonde said,
.lfiis is my third year doing this.
Fin going to school to be an elementary school teacher. I love these

kids."
The day started at 11 a.m, when
most of the 140 children arrived
They brought permission slips, were
registered and given name tugs.
The next formal activity was the
races. The wheelbarrow races were
won by Joey Lovato of Sigma Nu
and Marcus. 9. Most of the races
paired an elementary school child
with a fraternity brother.
After the races the students and
the fraternity enjoyed pizza. donated
by Dominos Pizza. Thirty-five large
pepperoni pizzas were eaten along
with sodas donated from Lucky.
After the food, the children enjoyed a talent show, where students
danced to recorded music. And then
more games until 3 p.m.
The fraternity members seemed to
have a great time.
single mothers.

Counsel
From page I
ior, home skits, and other activities
to interest the students in education.
One of his ideas was the adoption
of the elementary school by Sigma
Nu fraternity three years ago. The
pmgram "set a national precedent.’’
he said.
He explained one advantage of the
participation of both the fraternity
and himself is the benefit to the male
students who have been raised t)

"Most of these guys are overjoyed to do something with a man.
They need a basis, a role model,
whether it’s constant or not, they
need to know what proper male behavior is," Acuff said.

MINIDC3C0DY
WORM

Successful candidates wit have a
general Interst In the biotech Industry
and specific Interest In learning all
facets of materials management from
tie bottom ta:i. They should be settmottvated and able to work well In a
team environment Flexibility, abeity
rr loam quickly and highly
developed sons* of ownership aro
also deskable. Biochemistry,
chemistry and/or biology xposure
helpful, but liberal arts majors are
also welcome. The positions currently
available are In the shipping area.
Previous materials management work
experience is helpful.
The materials group Is responsible tor
he storage and movement of all
manufacturing and non-manufactur
Wig materials within the company, and
Is a part of the manufacturing
organization.

Lisa 277-8593

GENENTECH, INC.
An equal oppciriunity employer.

L1J

()

geltici- to I uuu,ulu,c the design of the

Greeks
From page I
viding "a lot of good ideas." Biland
said.
Biland. a senior in civil engineering. and Sheridan have been
brainstorming on the design of the
structure which will be built by the
engineering students.
Biland has been taking an active
role in every aspect of the project
this semester and will continue the
work next fall.
"Any project takes a lot of
work,- Biland said. "You have to
care about it."
"He’s just been great," Sheridan
said of /Wand.
Next semester Sheridan wants
get parents. staff and CE student, it

flexible hours
good pay

Body
Sptra

WORD-PROCESSING
OR
DATABASE
SKILL REQUIRED

COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE
and receive a free gift with this ad.

Buckles -Smith 280-7777

ITEMS TO RELIEVE
ANXIETY AND TO
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
LOVE OILS

CRYSTALS, CANDLES, AND
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
AND INTER-PERSONAL
HEALING

’ CRYSTALS NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
NEW AGE MUSIC
DECORATIVE AND
BOOKS ON NEW AGE
HEALING PURPOSES
Spiritual. ant Psychic 11.2-ading AvailabLe

We offer career counseling and full
resume services that are personal,
professional and resonoble
Entry level Academic
. Management
.Buslness

SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION
L 791 So. First St. r Virgin,a San Jose, CA 95113 (4081 998-0648

Los Gatos Resume Services

structure, and discuss the needs of
the children and the wants of the parents.
"You don’t just take wood and
pound things together," Sheridan
said.
Jackie. a 5 -year-old student at the
center, wants a new swing. "You
see our old swing was broken." She
also wants two slides, so she and her
!fiend Tanika can play at the same
time, and something to climb on.
"That’s all we want." she Said.
Anyone who is interested in volunteering a half-day of their time this
weekend should call Karen Sheridan
at 408’291-221N by today

Copies
5C

PART-TIMEJOB

CONGRATULATIONS GRADS!
Student Discounts on your Resume

kinkois
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

-J

644 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos
(408) 354-2275

Smart Women

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

LOW COST
MAMMOGRAPHY
($50.00)

Women 35 & over who have never had
a mammogram, come to Student Health
Service drop-in clinic before May 5th for
a referral.

CINCO DE MAYO

TUESDAY MAY .3t
" 12 Noon - 1.00
S.U. Amphitheater
-Los Morales Dane" 1:30 - 3.00 "
Student Union/Pacheco Room
-Rogelio Morena El Salvador & Honduras slide show

WEDNESDAY MAY cith
" 12 Noon - 1:00 "
S.U. Amphitheater
-Jorge Castro Classical Guitarist

-

L.1.1

Frosts prim’ /
years ago. said Lou Lewandowski.
English department chairwoman.
"She (Wright) was a beloved
member of the English department."
Lewandowski said. "She was committed to the idea of good teachers
teaching good teachers.
"We wanted to honor her and
keep her alive. She’s with us through
this award."
The survey, used to determine
which teachers receive this special
honor, asks who was the most influential teacher and how they were
inspiring.
"We go( some wonderful responses," said English Professor
Nettye Goddard. chairwoman of the
Secondary School Liaison Committee which conducted the event.

"The students just wrote wonderful things about them (the high
school teachers)." Lewandowtiki
said,
She said the department decided
to present these awards because they
wanted to honor their colleagues at
the high school level.
"Their job is so much tougher
than ours in :as many ways."
Le wandowsk i said.
"It’s nice that students still think
of you positively after they leave."
said Tons Alessandri. an English teacher at Bellarmine High School.
For the first time since this event
began, principals and superintoodants fnms the schools also attended
the reception.
The first event honored 12 teachers and was held in one of the deparlment of lice.
’This is lie of the very. very 4:tidal days Ii our department;’
Lewandow ski said.

BY: American Cancer Society

Please send resume to
Karl Comiskey
HLrnan Resouces Dept. 1343
Genentech, Inc
4450 Point San Bruno Blvd.
South San Francisco, CA 94080

CC)
Li/

Pool

For more Info call.

Genentech offers an xcellient salary
and I:temente package and believes
strongly In provicIng opportunes for
personal growth and advancement

(5’

/

Nosember, and has met most demands of current workers. Single
mothers who require family health
benefits should "look for work elsewhere." he said.
"We cannot compete with nonunion companies u we have to pay
full family medical benefits," Sanchez said.
Ken MacK . an SJSLI meteorolgy professor and active member ot
the California Faculty Association.
said Monday . "I support the march.
Pan of our 1(.’FAI affiliation is with from page I
the National Service Employees In- Woman’s Gym) is not as fun beternational . "
cause you are inside instead of out in
MacKay said he encouraged Ed the sun," Vera said.
Zant, head of Spartan Shops, to sign
Following the opening, the pool
a letter stating. "People who work will be open to students for drop-in
on the SJSU campus should receive use approximately six hours a day
adequate wages and benefits.
and will include a combination of lap
MacKay said Zuni declined to swimming and recreation swimsign the letter.
ming.
Neither Zuni nor any other SparPolicy states that graduating setan Shop officials could he reached niors can use the facility for the same
for comment
number of years they paid the StuCampus reaction to the march was dent Union fee.

May 3rd at 7 PM
Washburn Hall

Genentech. Inc , a loader In the field
of biotechnology. Is now In the
process of growing It’s Materials
Department. The group currently has
several entry-level opportunities open
for which we are Interviewing

O

rtttti

Teachers

flooded with calls expressing concern for the cut of the program."
said Gwen Zahala, department secretary for the athletics director.
"We later were able to find out that
someone affiliated with the team
who was misinformed (not the
coach) made the announcement at
the meet. ’
Head gymnastics coach Doug
Van Everen has not been before the
Athletics Board yet, even though it
is rumored that his sport may be
facing the chopping block along
with field hockey and wrestling.
mixed.
"Tell them to get hack to wait,"
said Mitch Pore, a senior majoring in
history.
"It seems like a good reason to
protest,’ said George Kyrias, a senior majoring in business. "I work
for a security company. and I have
some of the same problems getting
benefits," he said.
"Because they were striking in
Spanish. I don’t think most people
knew what they wanted." said SJSU
groundskeeper Wade Fujino.

Protest

What are you??
An Introduction to
Dianetics

MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT

co

"I sent out iny letters of intent
April 13. I wouldn’t have spent my
time with these kids and their families if I knew ahead of time that the
program may not he here next
year," Clark said. "I called all my
kids on Saturday. to make them
aware of what was going on and
give them a chance to pursue other
options.’’
Men’s gymnastics was another
sport which was able to drum up
support through a plea (or help.
"On Monday following a gymnastics club meet, our office was

Daily

FRIDAY MAY 6th
2 Noon - 6.00 *
BBO PItS
-Mexican Food Fest/ .45 - 2 45 *

THURSDAY MAY Sth
" 12 Noon - 1.00 *
S.U. Amphitheater
-Mestique Band* 5:00 - 5.45
Refreshments
5:45 - 6:00
-Juvencia Pomo* 6:00 - 7:00 *
-Felix AlvarezMuslc/Poefry/Folklore
* 7:15 - 7:45 *
-folk/or/co Nacional Mexicana* 8:00 - 9:00 *
-Culture Clash Comedy C900_ 10:00 *
-Juan Herrera Poetry
* 10:00- 10:45 ’
Closing

510 S 10th St

San Jose

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
DRIVERS EARN
UP TO $10.00
PER HOUR

Before you burn Out ui
studying pick up IN.
phone and call Domino s
Rita In just 30 Minutes
we’ll deliver hot deli,- ous
pizza right to your door

Hours
llam.tam Sun .Thurs
nami2am Fri 4 Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH

30 Minutes or $3 Off!

0

16 -oz Bottles 75C
Save 20.ri on a
&Pack of Coke
only $360

Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery area

SI0 prnhIPm’

50 SPECIAL!
Any 16’ 2-item pizza from Dominos Pizza and two cokes for only
$1050, Additional items extra Sales tax included One coupon
per pizza Not valid with any other offer Valid at this location
only Expires in two weeks

CELERATION
B889
I
Funded by A.S. * Presented by MECHA

Call Us! 298-3030

Fast, Free Delivery’
tOn joSTeth St

CO

Chicano Alliance " Co -sponsored by SUPROW

IlLLJ

Phone 298-3030

